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ABSTRACT

MICROSTRUCTURAL EVOLUTION OF SPUTTERED PHASE SEGREGATED
METAL COMPOSITE THIN FILMS

by
DANA I. FILOTI
University of New Hampshire

In this thesis, we present the first comparative study of crystallographic
texture development in three different types of metal thin film composites: fully
miscible (Au-Ag), slightly immiscible (Cu-Ag) and immiscible (Au-Si02). Texture
development

refers to the distribution of orientations

of crystallites

in

polycrystalline thin films, and is an important part of the microstructure that
determines thin film properties. A material's crystallographic texture needs to be
understood because of its sensitivity to the energetic growth conditions. By
controlling the microstructure, a material can be tailored to specific applications.
We investigated in comparison the texture and microstructure evolution in metal
composite systems through x-ray diffraction pole figures. Our thin film materials
were codeposited at room temperature by magnetron sputtering. Each of these
composite metal systems shows a different behavior as determined by the phase
diagram of the composites. The fully miscible fcc-fcc Au-Ag system shows a

xviii

constant strong (111) fiber texture perpendicular to the substrate, that is also
characteristic of each single phase in a pure state. The slightly immiscible fcc-fcc
Cu-Ag system shows an unexpected increase in pole figure intensity in the alloy
region compared with the pure metals. These Cu-Ag thin films were also
evaluated for antimicrobial applications. The fully immiscible Au-Si02 system is
an fee metal- insulator segregated composite, which shows a rapid drop in Au
(111) pole figure intensity with the addition of a few percent Si0 2 . We interpret
this as a pinning behavior and model the results using a phase-field simulation
method.

XIX

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The main objective of this thesis is to present a comparative study of
crystallographic texture development in metal composite sputtered thin films
systems. To our knowledge, this is the first comparative study of the
microstructure evolution in metal composite thin films by employing x-ray pole
figure analysis. In our study we analyzed in comparison texture evolution in three
different systems with three different types of solubility: fully miscible (Au-Ag),
slightly immiscible (Cu-Ag) and immiscible (Au-Si02). Using x-ray pole figures,
we measured the strength of the fee crystallite orientation within the composite
thin films relative to the pure fee metal thin films. We discuss the behavior of
these three types of systems within the framework of texture evolution
processes. The fully miscible system, Au-Ag, shows a constant (111) pole figure
type, characteristic of a single phase. The slightly immiscible system, Cu-Ag,
shows an unexpected increase in pole figure intensity in the alloy region
compared with the pure metals. The fully immiscible system, Au-Si0 2 , shows a
rapid decrease in metal pole figure intensity strength with the addition of a few
percent Si0 2 . We interpret this as a grain boundary pinning behavior and model
the results using a phase-field diffuse-interface modeling method. Additional
results are included for the immiscible system Ag-Si0 2 for comparison. In
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addition we present at the end of this thesis, an experimental study that assesses
the antimicrobial properties of Cu-Ag composite thin films that serve as a
reference for Cu-Ag nanoparticles incorporated into polystyrene polymer fibers in
commercial fiber processing.

Introduction chapter gives a brief overview of metal composite thin film
structure and its physical relevance. Characteristics of the grain growth process
and the pinning effect of the second-phase particles, which is often called Zener
pinning, are also discussed. We also describe some applications of metal
composite thin films and at the end of this chapter we present the incentives of
our research work and an outline of the text.

1.1

Metal composite thin film microstructure

Thin films are polycrystalline aggregates that at the microscopic scale are
viewed as heterogeneous structures. Through the influence of the deposition
parameters and processing methods, the physical and mechanical properties of
the as-deposited and processed thin films develop particular characteristics. The
properties of the film are determined by its microstructure that are influenced by
thin film's grain size, morphology, composition or crystallinity. Thin film synthesis
is a process that takes place far from thermodynamic equilibrium and the
structure evolution during film growth is dependent on processes such as surface
and bulk diffusion, nucleation rates, adatom mobility, island growth and grain
boundary mobility and coarsening. The road map for thin film growth includes an
early stage and a late growth stage that can be summarized as follows.

2

In the general picture, when sputtered atoms impinge on the substrate
surface, as shown in Figure 1.1-1, they can migrate on the surface and be
physically and/or chemically adsorbed on the surface and so they become
adatoms. Adatoms, in order to get into thermal equilibrium with the substrate,
depending on their mobility, can stick where they land being physisorped on the
surface, or they can bounce back into the vapor. Physisorption characterizes a
metastable state and involves no chemical interaction. It happens when atoms
bond and interact with the surface via weak van der Waals forces. Atoms that
become trapped in the physisorped well and do not reevaporate, but if they are
capable of forming chemical bonds on the substrate surface, can get into an
irreversibly chemisorbed state due to their ability of migrating on the film surface
to find a chemisorbed site.

Impingement
Elastic scattering
probability- (1-a)

Accommodation
probability= a

Desorption
probabi1ity= (l-c)

Adatom migration

Physisorption with
condensation
—
probability= c.

Desorption
probability= (1-s)

-> Adatom migration

Binding energy < 0.5eV
or 12 kcal/mole

Chemisorption with
sticking probability s.
Binding energy > leV
or 24 kcal/mole

Figure 1.1-1: Roadmap for thin film growth. Figure from [Ref. 1]
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Chemisorption characterizes a stable state, associated with an energy
gain process and involves strong chemical bonding between the adsorbate atom
or molecule and the substrate or film surface. Further, once the atoms or
molecules are chemisorbed on the surface, they are still thermodynamically
unstable and can desorb, however if they bond to other adsorbed species
growing clusters that reach a critical nucleus size they overcome the nucleation
barrier and become stable. Two or more clusters can coalesce or combine into a
larger cluster, an island, due to the decrease in total surface free energy. The
newly formed small island can grow in size by coalescing with other islands or
through coarsening by incorporating fresh adatoms captured directly from the
vapor. Further on with thickening the deposited thin film, grains are developed
that as well can grow larger through grain boundary migration and coalescence.
This is only a synopsis of the thin film growth process and mechanisms. A much
broader description is presented in the next chapter, Chapter 2.

Near thermodynamic equilibrium, according to the balance between the
surface free energy yD of the deposit, the surface free energy ys of the substrate
and the interface free energy y, different growth modes may be distinguished, as
described by Figure 1.1-2 [Ref. 1, 2]. There are three basic thin film growth
modes: Volmer-Weber type or island growth, Frank van der Merwe type or layer
-by-layer growth and Stranski-Krastanov type or mixture of island and layer-bylayer growth. In general, island type growth mode refers to the type of growth
when: 7D < 7S + Jx • it is based on energy minimization and considers that the
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growth will be represented by three-dimensional islands growth. The coverage is
represented by the number of monolayers (ML).

Coverage

—*

9<1ML

1< 8 < 2 ML

9>2ML

Mechanism •
3-D island growth
or Verms'- Weber
growth mode

2-D isJand growth or
Frank van dec Merwe
growth mode

Stranski- Krastanov
growth mode

O

Q.

Figure 1.1-2: The three growth mechanism modes close to thermodynamic
equilibrium: (A) Volmer-Weber growth mode, (B) Frank van der Merwe growth
mode, (C) Stranski-Krastanov growth mode.
In case of phase-segregated thin films, on the substrate surface there are
two immiscible types of atoms landing, nucleating and growing. Two growth
surfaces will exist, one for each component of the immiscible composite. The
composite thin film growth phenomenon, for different composition mixtures, can
be considered as a repetitive nucleation or as a host-guest scenario. Because
there is no miscibility between the two atom species, as deposition time evolves,
each type of atom that lands on the surface forms islands by nucleation of
diffusing adatoms that coalescence leading to grains whose boundaries might
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migrate by coarsening or might be immobile because their coalescence was
inhibited by the immiscible other type of atoms. Atoms of the same species will
develop larger islands and will grow as long as surface diffusion will be favored
and allowed by the incoming atoms species, or will freeze their shape if the
incoming species of atoms, being of different type, will block the diffusion paths
and will inhibit their growth processes by burying them. Phase segregated
composite thin film growth proceeds via the nucleation of diffusing adatoms and
via island-type growth mode. Islands with lower energy per atom will coalescence
at the expense of the others by coarsening through surface atom diffusion and
grain boundaries migration, through which systems attempt to minimize the
overall surface and interface energy. Coarsening during coalescence of islands
with the densest planes is the most active process leading to selection of
preferred orientation [Ref. 3, 4]. Island coarsening occurs by rapid surface
diffusion and is driven by island size and temperature until the island reaches a
maximum size and becomes immobile. The grain boundaries migration allows
the coarsening process to continue more slowly through grain boundary
migration until the grain becomes sufficiently large and immobile.

Phase segregation describes the behavior of two distinct solid phase
materials in a composite film when those phases are immiscible. Instead of
forming a solid solution with a homogenous mixture of the two materials, phase
segregated thin films are composed of independent regions of the pure phases.
Properties of phase-segregated composite thin film materials, similar to those of
one-phase thin films, are tailored by their microstructure. Therefore texture
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analysis is an application diagnostic of the material. Sputtered polycrystalline thin
films generally develop out-of-plane texture, also called fiber texture. However,
they can also be biaxially textured films by having both out-of-plane and in-plane
texture alignments present. In the out-of-plane direction, the fiber texture is the
preferred orientation of the thin film material and it is the direction perpendicular
to the planes of lowest surface energy. Due to thermodynamic and kinetic
considerations, the preferred orientations correspond to the most densely packed
planes for metallic materials. Therefore, metallic thin films of FCC structure like
Ag, Cu, Au or Al, for example, show (111)-preferred orientation because the
(111) planes have the highest packing density, whereas metallic thin films of
BCC crystal structure like Nb or W show (110) -preferred orientation [Ref. 2]. On
the other hand, it is significant to understand that not every grain in these thin film
samples is oriented to (111) direction. Three-dimensional molecular dynamics
simulations support the mechanism of crystallographic texture selection and
show that a net surface diffusion flux of atoms toward grains with low energy
surfaces occurs at the expense of their neighbors leading to the preferential
growth of these grains [Ref. 5].

Adatom mobility on the film surface drives the fiber texture development
and evolution. Fiber texture can be observed to tilt away from the surface normal
as a response to the deposition direction, or it can be modified by using energetic
particle bombardment methods like ion beam assisted deposition or by using
different sputtering deposition environments and geometries that can induce
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directional effects during sputtering and can affect the energy of the incoming
energetic sputtered atom flux.

1.2

Grain growth and Zener pinning

As described above, we see that grain growth occurs in all polycrystalline
thin film materials in order to reduce the overall energy by reducing the amount of
grain boundary area. In the early grain growth stage, islands nucleation is
promoted.

In late

grain growth

stage, the

microstructure

evolution

is

characterized by grain coarsening that leads to the growth of larger grains at the
expense of the smaller grains that eventually shrink and disappear. Grain
boundary mobility, growth and distribution can be affected by small secondphase particles that act to prevent the motion of the boundaries by applying a
pinning pressure. The pinning effect of second-phase particles, such as
immiscible inclusions and precipitates or impurities, is called Zener pinning and is
an important mechanism in controlling grain growth and texture development in
materials [Ref. 6].

Zener in 1948 was the first to treat quantitatively the pinning effect of
second-phase particles and proposed a relation that calculates the final average
grain size when grain growth is inhibited by the second-phase pinning particle,
and the size and the volume fraction of the pinning particles [Ref. 6]. Since then,
Zener pinning of small second-phase particles theory has been intensely studied
and several interpretations of the theory and of the underlying assumptions have
been proposed [Ref. 7-10]. Rigorous and sophisticated computer simulations,
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analytical and experimental observations were done in order to validate and
improve the Zener pinning relationship. However these efforts did not lead to a
result significantly different from Zener's

original relation. Especially

in

metallurgical manufacturing applications, Zener's relationship is widely used.

Once grain growth is arrested by the pinning effect of the second-phase
particles, grains are unable to migrate, coarsen or grow larger and so their
texture development process will freeze as well. In case of phase-segregated
composite thin films, where there are two growth surfaces, as a function of
composition each segregated grain growth area will be impeded not only by the
immiscibility of the phases but also by the pinning pressure that the low volume
fraction phase (considered a particles phase) applies on the grains of the high
volume fraction phase. In the segregated composite, the arrested grain growth
means that the texture development of each crystalline phase becomes
repressed as a function of composition due to the pinning effect of the particle
phase on the moving grain boundaries of the high volume fraction phase.
Inhibiting the grain growth, the pinning particles allow to a few grains with
favorable orientation to be able to grow large columnar grains at the extent of the
grains that grow oriented in a non preferred direction.

Solubility between phases plays an important role in the evolution of
texture of each crystalline phase. Low solubility, no solubility (segregation) or
total solubility affect the microstructure and the texture mechanism of the final
composite material.
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1.3

Applications of metal composite thin films

Metal composite thin films are nanocrystalline materials consisting of
crystallites, typically of tens of nm size, made up from a large number of small
single crystal grains separated by grain boundaries. Crystallographic texture in
polycrystalline composite thin films is sensitive to energetic and mechanical
anisotropies and has a significant impact on applications. Properties of
polycrystalline aggregates have great technological relevance and in order to
obtain structural information, they are studied using usually two useful
complementary techniques: microscopic examination and X-ray diffraction.

If we consider, for example a metal-insulator phase-segregated composite
thin film as sketched in Figure 1.3-1, we see that as a function of composition the
segregation process will provide a variety of structures such as metal clusters are
as guest particles dispersed into the insulator host-matrix and vice-versa or a
porous structure where both segregated phases coexist in a spider web-like
network microstructure.

The composition, the morphology and the surface structure dictate the
chemico-physical properties of the composite material that are dependent on the
metal cluster properties such as: size, shape and distribution; and also on the
insulator characteristics [Ref. 3, 4, 11-14]. For centuries, solutions containing
colloidal Au particles were used in pottery, ornaments or for stained-glass in
medieval cathedrals, because their absorption and scattering of electromagnetic
radiation produced beautiful colors [Ref. 13].
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Metalrich
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Figure 1.3-1: Sketch showing composition effect on microstructure for Au-Si0 2
phase-segregated composite thin film.
In the segregated structure, the metal is reduced to clusters of tens of
nanometers in size. The optical properties are affected by the metal cluster size,
that is comparable with the electron mean free path (average distance an
electron travels between two consecutive scattering events), resulting in a
characteristic absorption in the visible-near-UV caused by the collective
oscillation of free electrons in the metal conduction band [Ref. 11, 14]. This
phenomenon is known as surface plasmon resonance (SPR). The intensity and
frequency of the characteristic adsorption of the visible light, the SPR signal, is
sensitive to the size, shape and size distribution of the metal cluster [Ref. 3 , 1 1 13]. As such, SPR- based sensors and devices are promoting materials science
research into biological applications such as molecule labeling and detection. In
addition, due to the metal cluster size being nanometric, it has been reported that
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catalytic activity can be increased, in processes such as CO oxidation or NOx for
example, by highly active catalyst materials such as: Au/Ti02, Au/Co 3 0 4 ,
Au/Al 2 0 3 and Au/Zr0 2 [Ref. 11, 13]. Other important biomedical applications are
the antimicrobial textiles that use the antimicrobial property of Ag particles [Ref.
15,16].

Metal composite thin film applications are found to be significant in
nanopatterning as well. For example, in nanotemplate processing phase
segregated Au-Si02 composite thin films qualify as good surfaces for carbon
nanotubes or thiol molecules attachment due the fact that they form
spontaneously a heterogeneous surface with an exposed gold region [Ref. 17,
18].

Properties that relate to the applications of the segregated material are
also influenced by the host-matrix material, which is typically an oxide insulator
material, optically transparent in the visible range, structurally and thermally
stable [Ref. 14]. Literature reveals that oxide materials such as: Si0 2 , Ti0 2 and
Al 2 0 3 are commonly investigated as being host-matrix materials for the metal
composite. A particular application in photoelectrochemical solar cells for Au-Ti02
composite needs to be highlighted: Ti0 2 is an exception by being a conductive
oxide, which also has photocatalytic properties that are additionally improved by
gold particles adsorbed from a toluene solution [Ref. 4, 11].
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1.4

Incentives of the research

There have been previous microstructure evolution studies in our group
that were performed by x-ray diffraction pole figure analysis. Delias et al. showed
that crystallographic tilt responds to the deposition angle and proposed that low
adatom mobility allows the fiber axis, of growing grains in Ag, Al, Nb and AIN
films, to tilt and face the incoming flux of atoms [Ref. 19]. Deniz et al. studied the
effects of deposition parameters on fiber texture tilt for reactive sputtering
deposition. The materials included in their investigation are metal and compound
thin films including Al, AIN, Ti, TiN, HfN [Ref. 20-22]. They showed that the fiber
texture tilt angle depends strongly not only on the deposition angle but also on
the gas composition [Ref. 20-22]. Shover et al. demonstrated the desired phasesegregation at room temperature for Ag-SiC^ composite thin films. They studied
the tunneling and percolation regimes for these films by analyzing the resistivity
versus volume fraction Si0 2 [Ref. 23].

Under

NSF sponsorship,

as part of the Center for High

Rate

Nanomanufacturing (CHN) we have studied metal-insulator composite thin films
such as Au-SiC>2. The goal of this work is to form self-segregating surfaces for
use in nanoscale assembly and to achieve controlled attachment of carbon
nanotubes (CNT) onto patterned surfaces. We also evaluated the adhesion of
different types of carbon nanotubes to metal and insulator surfaces (including Al,
Ag, Au, Si02), as well as phase segregated metal-insulator composite thin films,
including Au-Si0 2 and Ag-Si0 2 over a range of compositions [Ref. 17, 18]. For
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the metal-insulator composite thin films we were interested mostly in silica rich
compositions in which the gold areas were islands dispersed and disconnected in
the silica matrix resulting in an insulating phase-segregated composite film.
When analyzing these insulating films we have observed that x-ray diffraction
pole figure measurements give direct information on the connectivity of metals
within composite materials and that texture development in phase segregated
composite thin films can be investigated this way [Ref. 17, 18].
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CHAPTER 2

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

In this chapter, we discuss the thermodynamic and the kinetic aspects that
characterize the fundamentals of thin film structure formation and growth. We
refer to the phase diagram and we cover the basic physics that addresses binary
solutions thin film growth and texture formation. The discussion will focus on the
solubility aspects of sputtered binary thin films. We will address the
thermodynamics relationships for binary phase diagrams and the kinetics of
phase transformations for three categories of binary solution systems that are:
phase-segregated composite thin films that have no mutually solubility, phasesegregated composite thin films that have a slight solubility and composite thin
films that are mutual soluble.

2.1

Thermodynamics considerations and phase diagrams

The main use of the thermodynamics concepts in thin film physics is to
predict the equilibrium state along with the changes that a given system needs to
make in order to reach equilibrium. In a given system, there can exist a
heterogeneous or homogeneous mixture of one or more phases. Each phase
has physical and chemical characteristics that distinguishes it from the other
phases in the system. In multi-phase thin films at a given temperature and
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pressure of reaction, thermodynamic transformations occur because the phases
of the system develop simultaneously and produce all possible phases. The
interactions between the components of the phases in the thermodynamic
system and between the thermodynamic systems themselves are driven by the
energy exchanges that favor the reduction of free energies. At constant
temperature and pressure, the relative stability of a system is determined by the
Gibbs free-energy (G) [Ref. 24]. The Gibbs free energy of a system is also called
the "available energy" and it is a state function that represents the maximum
amount of work that can be derived from a system at constant temperature and
pressure, and algebraically is defined as:

G = H-TS

Eq. 2.1

where H is the enthalpy, r i s the absolute temperature and S is the entropy of
the system. Enthalpy is the thermodynamic system's heat content and is defined
as:

H = E + PV

Eq. 2.2

where E is the internal energy and it represents the sum of the total kinetic and
potential energies, P is the pressure and V is the volume of the system. Solid
phase systems have the PV term very small and so the enthalpy term becomes
dependent mostly on the change of the internal energies of the atoms within the
thermodynamic system produced by their atomic vibrations and interactions.
Entropy is the measure of randomness of the system [Ref. 24]. For a closed
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system, the driving force for solidification is given by the second law of
thermodynamics that requires the change in Gibbs free energy to be negative for
a system, at a given temperature and constant pressure:

AG = AH-TAS

Eq. 2.3

For a closed system, the lowest possible reduction of G is happening at
the thermodynamical stable equilibrium state and mathematically is given by the
equation dG = 0. In a solid system atoms can arrange themselves in intermediate
metastable states that are local minimum points, where dG^O, that represent
metastable equilibrium configurations. The free energy exchange of individual
species allowed by the chemical reactions is given by the relation:

G = G°+RT\na

Eq. 2.4

where G° standard free energy of the species, R is the gas constant and a
represents the activity that equals 1 for solids, that deviate insignificantly from the
standard values. In a phase diagram, thermodynamic processes at chemical
equilibrium provide solubility information of a system as a function of
temperature, pressure and composition. Usually phase transformations occur at
fixed pressure of 1atm, and so the temperature and composition changes mostly
affect the thermodynamics of a system. Phase diagrams are the mandatory tool
required for calculating the driving force for a transformation while a decrease in
system's free energy is possible.
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The Gibbs free energy of a homogeneous binary solid solution of A and B
type of atoms that have same crystal structure is calculated by summing up the
free energies of pure A and pure B and the change in free energy caused by
mixing. The total free energy for a real alloy system is given by the relation:

G = XAGA + XBGB+Gmix

Eq.2.5

Gmix=QXAXB+RT(XA\nXA+XB\nXB)

Eq. 2.6

HH

v

***

v

'

~TASmix

where XA and XB are the mole fractions of A and B, and GA ar\dGB are the
molar free energies of the pure phases, Q. is the atomic order parameter that
depends on the number of bonds per each type of atom, and Gmjx is the change
in free energy caused by mixing that represents the temperature and composition
variable determined by the difference between the change in enthalpy and
entropy caused by mixing. In a molar free energy diagram, as seen in Figure 2.11, the chemical potentials juA and juB of the A and B phases can be obtained by
extrapolating the tangent on the G curve [Ref. 18] and are calculated for a real
solution to be:

jUA=GA+Q(\-XA)2+RT\naA

Eq. 2.7

{iB=GB+Q(\-XB)2+RT\naB

Eq. 2.8
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where aA and aB axe called the activity components for each phase that
describes the state of a component in solution and measures the tendency of an
atom to leave the solution [Ref. 24].

-RThia

>

-RThia,

Figure 2.1 - 1 : The molar free energy diagram for a binary alloy system.

The phase diagrams are graphs drawn based on the Gibbs phase rule,
which is formulated as:

F = C + 2-<p

Eq. 2.5

where F represents the number of intensive variables such as temperature and
pressure, C represents the number of components in the system, and <p
represents the number of phases. The equations of chemical potential and free
energy can be used to derive the temperature effect on solid solubility in a mixed
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solid solution. A simple phase diagram is one of an alloy system, such as Au-Ag
that is discussed in this thesis, where the phase diagram (Figure 5.1-3) shows
that phases are completely miscible at any temperature in the solid state and that
no compound phases are formed. More complex binary systems phase diagrams
include immiscible composites, eutectic alloys and miscible or immiscible
systems that form compound phases under certain conditions. Most alloy
systems do not exhibit complete solid solubility and that two solid phases often
exist together in equilibrium. In Figure 2.1-2 shows a phase diagram for an
eutectic alloy system, similar to the Cu-Ag system discussed in this thesis in
Chapter 5.2 Figure 5.2-3. The eutectic alloy system phase diagram shows that
the A and B type of atoms have no intermetallic compound phases and that B
are soluble in A, whereas A is practically insoluble in B.

T°(C)
solid a

+ solid / ?

_J

A

Xc

.

I

.

I

B

Figure 2.1-2: Phase diagram of a eutectic alloy system showing solubility of B in
A.
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2.2

Composite thin film microstructure evolution

In thin film growth processes, kinetic and energetic parameters affect the
microstructure in terms of grain sizes, grain shapes, distribution of grain sizes
and distribution of grain orientations [Ref. 25].

The fundamental structure-

forming phenomena of polycrystalline films include nucleation, island growth,
grain coarsening by grain boundary migration and kinetic segregation of the
species of insoluble minority component [Ref. 25]. Compared to the thin film
microstructure development in a single phase thin film material, in a binary
segregated system such as metal-metal or metal-insulator composite thin films
microstructure development implies the growth of two separate areas (phases).
In a segregated binary system, the growth processes characteristic to each of the
segregated phases are developed simultaneously and so two growth surfaces
exist. Each component material grows its surface by developing its grains that
can grow more by grain migration and coalescence.

For a composite film sample made of immiscible materials by sputtering,
the growth process that controls the microstructure evolution can be described as
a host-guest event [Ref. 11]. During sputtering, the atoms landing on the surface
undergo nucleation and thin-film growth phenomena, as presented in Figure 2.21. As deposition time evolves, each type of atom that lands on the surface forms
islands by nucleation of diffusing adatoms, that coalesce leading to grains whose
boundaries might migrate by coarsening

or might be immobile because their

coalescence was inhibited by the immiscible other type of atoms. The final
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microstructure of the composite material, going along the sample from left to right
in Figure 2.2-1, will be looking as a two-component system where:

1. islands of guest-component (target atoms #2) are dispersed in the hostmatrix (target atoms #1);
2. each component reaches to form connected islands and the surface looks
like an interpenetrating system;
3. islands of guest-component (target atoms #1) are dispersed in the hostmatrix (target atoms #2).

Magnetron sources

~5\

#

°o°
•mh:
s

Resulting
concentration
profile of the
composite material

#

deposition time axis

Figure 2.2-1: Schematic illustration of 2 immiscible materials (blue and orange)
co-deposited on a substrate (grey surface) forming the composite thin film. The
sketch illustrates the microstructure evolution as a function of deposition time and
atom arrival flux along the substrate: nucleation, island growth, grain coarsening.
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The nucleation barrier for growth is generally expected to be small for
room temperature deposition (25°C corresponds to 0.025 eV) [Ref. 25]. The
adatom mobility and impingement rate influence the nucleation kinetics. Film
growth proceeds via the nucleation of diffusing adatoms and island-type growth
mode, also known as Volmer-Weber

growth mode, based on energy

minimization that considers the growth to be represented by three-dimensional
island growth.

Islands with lower energy per atom will grow at the expense of the others
by coarsening through surface atom diffusion and grain boundaries migration,
through which systems attempt to minimize the overall surface and interface
energy. Coarsening during coalescence of islands with the densest planes is the
most active process leading to selection of preferred orientation [Ref. 25, 26].
Island coarsening occurs by rapid surface diffusion and is driven by island size
and temperature until the island reaches a maximum size and

becomes

immobile, leaving the coarsening to continue more slowly through grain boundary
migration.

However, in case of phase-segregated thin films, where there are two
immiscible types of atoms landing, nucleating and growing at the surface, the
composite thin film growth can be explained as a repeated nucleation process.
Growth of thin films via sputtering is influenced by the process parameters such
as deposition/growth rate and growth temperature. For sputtering at room
temperature, surface diffusion and average atom arrival (deposition rate) are the
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time variables that makes the growth a process of repeated and superimposed
"nucleation phases".

Diffusion involves jumping of atoms with a frequency v over a distance!.
For random jumps, the mean distance is ~l = x4n , where n is the number of
jumps, or ~l = AyfvT, where t is the time; leaving the diffusion distance / to be
a yfr . If the average atom arrival time is lower than the time needed for surface
diffusion of the two immiscible atoms, the nucleation of the two segregated
phases will not interfere one with the other- the probability is high for a fresh
adatom to have enough time to diffuse on the surface. The fresh adatom will find
an existing same kind island before another adatom is deposited in its vicinity to
provide a chance for nucleation [Ref. 27], or we might consider there are high
mobility grains that will migrate and coalescence via coarsening. For this type of
growth, the resulted thin film can develop a layer-by-layer morphology, also
called Frank-van-der-Merwe growth mode.

If the incoming atom fluxes are faster than the time needed for adatom
surface diffusion, then during a "nucleation phase", the two growth surfaces will
be growing as long as the fresh adatom that arrives on the surface will have
enough time to diffuse toward its species type of island. Therefore, the fresh
adatoms of same species if they meet, or if they meet same species island, will
continue their growth process. In contrary if, the incoming atoms will meet
clusters of atoms of the other species, they will inhibit their growth process.
Summarizing, as showed in Figure 2.2-2, atoms of the same species will develop
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larger islands and will grow as long as surface diffusion will be favored and
allowed by the incoming atoms species, or will freeze their shape if the incoming
species of atoms, being of different type, will block the diffusion paths and will
inhibit their growth processes by burying them.

"h 6 t
1. Arriving
rate, physical

& b #

3. NucSeation

2. Surface diffusion

Processes 2. to 5. have reduced probability, if the average atom arrival time is
lower than the time needed for the two immiscible atoms to surface diffuse,

Figure 2.2-2: Thin film growth process.

Surface diffusion length (/) is dependent on nucleation rate per site (rnucl)
and deposition rate (/?). For the probability (P) of an adatom diffusing and
encountering a coalescence site, such as another adatom or island, during its
lifetime r,

in early growth stage via nucleation of diffusing adatoms, the

nucleation rate per site (rnucl) is :

rmicl=^- = RxP = (DT)'"2XTxR2

Eq. 2.6

[Ref27]
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where d represents the surface growth dimension : d = 1,2. The atoms are
deposited o n a r f -dimensional substrate leading to a J + 1- dimensional solid-onsolid square lattice crystal that allows only the nearest-neighbor hopping atoms
to diffuse and fill the empty sites [Ref. 27].

Microstructure of sputtered thin films as described above evolves through
manipulation of the atomic scale processes and it can be understood by
examining crystallographic orientations. Crystallographic texture in polycrystalline
composite thin films is sensitive to energetic and mechanical anisotropies and
has a significant impact on applications. Each grain in the polycrystalline
aggregate has a crystallographic orientation; considering the whole aggregate,
the totality of the orientations of all the grains will contribute to the preferred
orientation. Texture plays an important role in optimizing microstructure; it
contains detailed information about material performance and is dependent upon
processing parameters.

Metal composite thin films are nanocrystalline materials consisting of
crystallites, typically of tens of nm size. In this circumstance, where there are
many grain boundaries and interfaces, the microstructure will not achieve
thermodynamic equilibrium and the growth process occurs via the nucleation of
diffusing adatoms and island-type growth modes. As a result, new and different
physical properties can be developed in comparison with conventional coarsegrained materials [Ref. 28].
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2.3

Zener pinning

Polycrystalline materials experience grain growth mostly as a coarsening
process driven by the necessity of the system to reduce the excess interface
energy at the grain boundary. Grain boundaries are areas that have a high
mobility, a fact that promotes and sustains grain growth. And so, grains grow
through coalescence and coarsening helping the system release the overall
energy by reducing the grain boundary area. In case of metal-insulator phasesegregated composite

thin films, such as Au-Si0 2 , grain growth

and

microstructure morphologies for each phase do not evolve in the same fashion
described above. Because the Au and SiO*2 phases are immiscible they can not
form compound phases or alloys. The two immiscible phases will have to
experience grain growth, one in the presence of the other, in the horizontal plane
of view of a growing sputtered thin film. In this case, the insulator phase is
amorphous. The insulator phase, when it represents small volume fractions of
the composition, behaves like small second-phase particles or inclusions that
exert a strong pinning pressure, also called Zener pinning, on metal grain
boundaries. Grain boundary mobility, growth and distribution can be affected by
these small second-phase particles that act to prevent the motion of the
boundaries by applying the pinning effect. Zener pinning is important in materials
processing because it influences the recovery, recrystallization and grain growth
[Ref. 6]. The small second-phase particles are reducing the overall grain
boundary energy by occupying and occluding a certain area of the grain
boundary [Ref. 29].
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As shown in Figure 2.3-1, reduction of grain boundary area causes a
decrease in grain growth pressure Pg (Eq. 2-7) due to the increase in average
grain size G [Ref. 6].

Pinning
pressure

Grain
growth
pressure

Growing
grain
•p
H K

Figure 2.3-1: Zener pinning mechanism by small second phase particles (red
rounds) applied to a moving grain boundary. The pinning retards the grain
mobility when the second-phase particles occlude the grain boundary area.
For normal grain growth, the grain growth pressure Pg (Eq. 2-7) has to
exceed the pinning pressure Pp exerted by the small particles (Eq. 2-8). Average
grain size G will grow normal until the pressures balance each other, reaching a
pinned grain size Gp (Eq. 2-9) [Ref. 6, 24, 29].
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Equation Eq. 2-9 calculates the pinned grain size by setting the pinned
pressure Pp equal to the growth pressure Pg, where y is the grain boundary
energy density, / is the particle volume fraction and r is the particle radius [Ref.
6, 24, 29].

2.4

Sputtering

In the 19th century, 1852, Sir W. R. Grove was investigating glow
discharge and he first observed surface coatings generated in a valve. Originally,
Sir W. Thomson called this phenomenon "spluttering" making the analogy to the
generation of drops out of a liquid surface by an impinging primary drop [Ref. 30].
A funny printing error happened and the "spluttering" word got typed as
"sputtering" and from that on it became a scientific word. Another etymologic root
interpretation of the word "sputtering" can be found in Latin where the verb
"sputare" means to spit.

Sputtering is a physical vapor deposition technique (PVD), which involves
creating a gaseous plasma and then accelerating energetic ions (such as Ar+)
from this plasma into the target surface. The gaseous plasma is a "dynamic
condition" where neutral gas atoms, ions, electrons and photons exist in a near
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balanced state simultaneously. In sputtering systems, the plasma is created by
metering the sputtering inert gas, such as Ar, into a prepumped vacuum chamber
and allowing the chamber pressure to reach low gas pressure in order to reduce
the contamination in the growing film (such as the value of 1.5 mTorr, that we
use in the experiments of this thesis) and introducing a electrode into this low
pressure gas environment using a vacuum feedthrough. The solid target material
is exposed to particle bombardment resulting in the ejection of sputtered
particles. Ejected neutral particles (either individual atoms, clusters of atoms or
molecules) will travel in a straight line unless they come into contact with
something - other particles or a nearby surface. If a "substrate" such as a Si
wafer is placed in the path of these ejected particles it will be coated by a thin film
of the source material. The sputtered particles are transported to the substrate
surface via momentum transfer from the bombarding particles, where a film is
formed. An energy source (e.g. DC, RF) is necessary to maintain the plasma
state while the plasma is losing energy into its surroundings. Compared to the
classic DC or RF diode discharge, in a magnetron assisted sputtering system the
target (cathode) has underneath strong magnets that help confine the plasma
assuring faster deposition rates by trapping the free electrons in the magnetic
field that is created right above the cathode surface.

In sputtering, the impinging ions usually penetrate some atomic radii into
the target where they lose their momentum step by step. The incident ions
became neutrals after collision by picking up an electron from the target through
Auger neutralization. The maximum energy transferred to a target atom is:
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For low-energy irradiations (EAr+ < 300eV), sputtering is in the single
knock-on regime where the transferred Ar+ energy to target atoms is rather small,
few eV. When the ions strike the target cathode, they knock off via energy
transfer not only the target atoms but as well secondary electrons that are
responsible for maintaining the electron supply and sustaining the glow
discharge. The sputtered atoms energy increases with increasing atomic number
of the target material species, but is lower for targets with low surface binding
energy [Ref. 31]. Some of the incident ions may be trapped in the target as
neutrals depending on the ion energy and material type. The higher the incident
ion energy is, the higher the probability of trapping. The ratio of the number of
ejected particles to the number of incident ions is defined as the sputter yield (S).
For a given ion energy, the sputter yield increases as the atom density in the
target increases. Therefore, S is related to the crystal orientations. The masses
of the ion and the target atom contribute to S due to momentum and energy
conservation; that is, S generally increases with mass of the ion and S for
different metals under the same sputtering conditions differs within an order of
magnitude [Ref. 32]. In Table 2.4-1 we present the threshold energy that an
impinging ion needs to produce in order to sputter, knock off, an atom of Au, Ag
and Cu metal target materials in different sputtering gas environments; as well
the binding energies are included in the table. We see that the threshold energies
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are approximately five times the surface binding energy Eb of atoms for the
tabulated metals.

Ar
17
15
20

Ne
17
12
20

Metal

Cu
Ag
Au

Kr
16
15
20

Xe
15
17
18

Eb(eV)

3.5
3.0
3.7

Table 2.4-1: Threshold energies (eV) of Au, Ag and Cu, adapted after [Ref. 31].

E

~ E 12

Cu atom energy (eV)

Figure 2.4-1: Energy distribution of Cu atoms with a given energy versus energy
for the target given by Kr+ ions with different energies, adapted from [Ref. 33].
The shape of the energy distributions curves at various bombarding-ion
energies for different types of atoms depends on incident ion energy, target
material mass and surface binding energy. As an example we show in Figure
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2.4-1 the energy distribution of Cu atoms sputtered by Hg, Ne, Kr and Xe. The
energy-distribution curves were adapted after [Ref. 33] and show that Cu atoms
are sputtered from the target with a range of energies. We see from the Cu
energy distribution that with higher incident ion energy more sputtered Cu atoms
with higher energy exist. Only a few target atoms are ejected with low energy and
a few are ejected with high energy, most of them were leaving the target, ejected,
with energies of a few 1-10 eV. The energy distribution curve is important in
studying the microstructure of the growing sputtered thin film. It gives the
average kinetic energy that the sputtered atom has when it lands on the growing
film surface. Kinetic diffusion dependent processes such as nucleation and grain
growth depend on the ability of adsorbed atoms to diffuse over the surface until
they will be trapped at a low energy lattice site or they are desorbed. As we
discuss in this thesis, the energetic characteristic of the thin film growth
environment highly affects the microstructure development of metal composite
thin films influencing texture development. For example, we show in our results in
Chapter 5 later in the text, that for different compositions of the Au-SiC>2 phasesegregated composite thin film, the Au atoms have enough energy when they
land on the surface to diffuse and phase segregate from the Si02 phase (Si and
O arrive as atoms from the target, then react on the surface to form amorphous
Si02). The kinetic energy of the Au atoms is not enough for fueling further growth
processes such as grain coarsening and preferred orientation

(texture)

development; whereas in a pure Au thin film, the Au atoms landing on the
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growing film are energetically capable of diffusing on the surface to nucleate and
grow highly textured grain structures.

2.4.1 DC magnetron sputtering

In Fig. 2.4.1-1, we sketch a schematic of a DC glow discharge in a
vacuum environment along with a potential variation from target (cathode) to the
substrate (anode) based on our previous discussions.

Sputtering gas feed source

Figure 2.4.1-1: Schematic representation of a DC magnetron sputtering
environment where neutral gas atoms, ions, electrons and photons coexist in a
plasma state; target materials is sketched to be Au.
In DC magnetron sputtering, the target is the cathode in the electrical
circuit that has applied a high negative voltage (V), but the rest of the chamber is
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grounded. Typical voltage values range between 0.25 and 1 kV. The electric field
accelerates the primary ever-present electrons. The accelerated electrons have
energies higher than the ionization energy of Ar (15.75eV) and collide with argon
atoms, which create argon ions and more electrons. Electrons must travel far
enough in the voltage gradient to attain the ionization energy. Electrons are also
moved towards the anode, which causes more ionization along the way, and the
ions are moved towards the cathode by the electric field such that a current
I flows.

2.4.2 RF magnetron sputtering

RF magnetron sputtering technique is mostly used in depositing insulator
target materials. In Figure 2.4.2-1, we sketch a schematic RF sputtering
discharge, showing the negatively charged cathode with no DC current flow. The
RF energy source supplies to the target cathode an alternating current at 13.56
MHz to avoid charge build-up on the target surface, which provides oscillating
voltage to the capacitively coupled cathode. Positive ions are attracted by the
target surface (cathode) only during the negative-half cycle, but because they
have low mobility they will not be completely neutralized.
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Figure 2.4.2-1: Schematic representation of a RF magnetron sputtering
environment; the target material is sketched to be insulator Si0 2 .
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CHAPTER 3

SIMULATIONS
We used in modeling our experimental findings a technique called "Phasefield Method". This comprehensive computational solution helped us simulate the
microstructure evolution at mesoscale in heterogeneous systems such as phase
segregated composite thin films. In this chapter we will first talk about the
mathematical approach behind the phase-field modeling technique. After we will
discuss how it works and how it applies to simulating our experimental findings
that require resolving interfacial problems in a two-phase system by assuming a
diffuse interface between them. Our simulations consist of two separate temporal
iteration processes: one generates a two-dimensional microstructure evolution of
the phase-segregated composite and the other one generates the evolution of
the grains surface energy.

3.1

Phase-field modeling of microstructural evolution

The phase-field technique is a mathematical approach used in simulating
microstructure development in different types of materials by modeling grain
growth in single and multi-phase materials [Ref. 34- 39]. It is considered one of
the most powerful modeling tools under fast development in computational
materials science and is used in predicting and simulating arbitrary structures
[Ref. 36]. The phase-field modeling method uses phase-field variables described
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by a set of partial differential equations that define the boundary conditions at the
interface region between two grains. This mathematical approach is used for
modeling

multiphase

microstructures

such

as

multiphase

polycrystalline

composite thin films. The phase field variable has allocated different values in
each of the existent phases in the composite material, and so the interface
between phases (or domains) is given by the variation of the phase-field variable.
Phase-field variables define phenomenological parameters, characteristic to the
material of interest, which can be modeled considering different driving forces
such as: chemical free energy, interfacial energy or elastic strain energy [Ref. 37,
39].
In phase-field models the specific phenomenological thermodynamic
properties of the system are described by the free energy

Ffunctionals

assuming that the temperatureT , pressure p and molar volume Vm are constant.
Computational intensive mathematical relations are employed in order to model
the microstructure evolution.

The free energy formalism used in modeling

microstructure development is described by phase-field variables and by their
spatial gradients. Phase-field method uses conserved composition parameters
and non-conserved phase-field parameters that are temporal and spatial
continuous functions that refer to properties characteristic to the system such as:
composition, energy, thickness or grain boundary mobility. For a multiphase
system at equilibrium a phase-field model employs thermodynamic equations in
order to write phase-field variables, that determine the volume fractions and the
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mutual distribution of phases, and kinetic equations in order to determine the
temporal evolution of the phase-field variables.
In phase-field modeling, properties of the material that are conserved
quantities throughout the simulations are composition parameters like mass
fraction, molar fraction or concentration. Generally, the model assumes that the
material is a closed system with P phases, where for each phase i = \,P there
are ni number of moles that represents xi

molar fraction and c, molar

concentration defined as:
x, = - ^ In,

Eq.3-1

nL=x^
V

_2

Vm

where V is the total volume and Vm is the molar volume of the system. The
conservation law for the total number of moles in a closed system imposes that
—»

at each position u in the system the total number of moles for each phase to be
conserved, imposed by the relation:
r
~* 1 r
~*
I ctd u = — I xtd u=ni = conserved

Eq. 3-3

m

Properties of the material that are non-conserved quantities throughout
the simulations refer to local structure and orientation and are important and are
represented by two different concepts: order parameters and phase-fields. An
order parameter rji is defined in order to reflect the symmetry relations between
the phases and have assigned specific values corresponding to each phase i
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[Ref. 40]. Order parameters are useful for simulating phase transformations
based on Landau theory [Ref. 41] that involves symmetry reduction operations,
used for example for modeling cubic to tetragonal martensitic transformations
[Ref. 42]. Phase-fields variables are used for distinguishing two segregated
coexisting phases. The phase-field (p identifies each phase by having assigned
the value 1 in one of the phases and 0 for the other phase and identifies the
interface between the phases by varying continuously from 1 to 0. The concept of
phase-field was first introduced by Langer [Ref. 43] and further developed for
multiphase systems by Steinbach et al. [Ref. 44, 45].
Other

works

that

used the

phase

field

models

correspond

to

phenomenological investigations regarding dendritic solidification in pure and
two-phase materials, cubic to tetragonal martensitic transformations [Ref. 42],
recrystallization, superalloys microstructure evolution, coarsening, dislocation
dynamics, crack propagation, grain growth [Ref. 46- 49], precipitation and other
interesting solid-state phase-transformations [Ref. 50]. Historically, as shown in
Figure 3.1 and Figure 3-2, the phase field method describes the morphological
evolution of heterogeneous structures that consist of a number of grains or
phases, by using two different approaches: the sharp-interface description and
the diffuse-interface description, explained in detail by [Ref. 42] and [Ref. 40].

3.1.1

The sharp-interface description

The sharp-interface description (Figure 3.1.1-1): a conventional modeling
approach that identifies the interfaces between grains to be infinitely sharp by
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using a moving boundary type solution for a multi-phase/ multi-domain
morphology. The phase-field variables represent discontinuous variations of the
material's properties at the interface. Between interfaces, a step-function is
defined that traces and calculates the microstructural evolution from the interface
propagation phase transformation differential equations [Ref. 36].

Sharp Interface
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Figure 3.1.1-1: Phase-field sharp interface description for a two-domain a and (3
phases microstructure. Material properties are discontinuous at the interface
between the two grains of different phases (grey is the a phase depicted in the
left side and blue is the (3 phase depicted in the right side of the sketch) [adapted
after Ref. 40].
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As a simple example, we consider resolving a solidification from liquid
problem of a two-phase (aand/?) segregated microstructure. By applying the
sharp interface modeling approach, we use the typical diffusion controlled growth
mathematical equations for either concentration or temperature and we define
the grain boundary conditions between the two a and /? phases, assuming that
a phase grows at the expense of /? phase. The issue with the sharp-interface
phase-field model view is that the mathematical solution is very intense and it
requires extensive computational capabilities. In these calculations, for each
grain morphology a set of diffusion differential equations needs to be defined and
resolved based on fundamental thermodynamic and kinetic principles. This
modeling view represents a macroscopic description of a phase transformation,
such as solidification of a crystal structure from pure undercooled melt that dates
back to Stefan in the 19th century [Ref. 36].

3.1.2 The diffuse-interface description
The diffuse-interface description is a phase-field modeling approach that
defines the interface between grains by the use of phase-field variables that,
contrary to the sharp-interface model, have a continuous variation in space and
time and no boundary conditions at the moving interfaces. Microstructural phase
transformations for phase segregated structures are faster simulated by using
the diffuse-interface approach. As shown in Figure 3.1.2-1, the interface region
between two neighboring grains is defined by a phase-field variable that has a
constant value within the grains and that varies gradually with time between the
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two grains and defines a narrow region that is the interface region or the grain
boundary between the two grains. Depending on the simulation output of interest,
the phase-field variable that characterizes each grain in the microstructure can
be defined to refer to different material structural and compositional related
properties.

Diffuse Interface
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Figure 3.1.2-1: Phase-field diffuse interface description for a two-domain a and p
phases microstructure. Properties are continuous in time and space across the
interface between the two grains of different phases (grey is the a phase
depicted in the left side and blue is the (3 phase depicted in the right side of the
sketch) [adapted after Ref. 40].
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The interface is depicted by numerically solving a set of partial differential
equations that define the phase-field variables. The temporal evolution of the
phase-field variables is in fact the temporal evolution of the interface or of the
moving grain boundary. Considering fundamental thermodynamic and kinetic
principles, these simulations help modeling growth characteristics in multi-phase
composite materials such as for metal-insulator Au-Si0 2 and Ag-SiC*2 phasesegregated composite thin films that are for the first time modeled in this thesis.
Based on experimental and theoretical information, the modeling code can use
independent

phenomenological

time

evolving

phase-field

variables

that

correspond to different thermodynamic and kinetic related properties of the
material, such as: chemical bulk free energy, chemical interfacial energy and
elastic strain energy, heat and mass diffusion [Ref. 31].

3.2

Phase-field model description for Zener pinning

The model was developed by Moelans et al. based on a model of Chen et
al. [Ref. 37, 51] and the analysis is based on the calculations of Cahn et al. [Ref.
52]. The phase-field model for Zener pinning is presented in detail in [Ref. 40].
Essentially, the phase-field model for Zener pinning features the physics
behind a material microstructure that experiences grain growth in the presence of
pinning second-phase particles by using mathematical relations that relate
conserved composition parameters and non-conserved phase-field parameters
that are temporal and spatial continuous functions characteristic to the system.
The grains representing the microstructure of the matrix phase can theoretically
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have an infinite number of orientations, but in the simulations according to Ref.
[Ref. 53] the calculations need to account only for 36 number of orientations.
—>

Each grain orientation i,Vi = l,36 is represented by its characteristic 77,0,0 order
parameter field. Each order parameter 77,0,0 is a spatial and temporal
continuous function that equals 1 or - 1 only inside the 77, grain and is null
outside of the 77. grain [Ref. 39, 40]. In our simulations, we model the
microstructure evolution of a pinned metal-insulator composite thin film.
We use the order parameter fields to simulate the metal-phase (matrixphase) grain growth, by initially defining half of the number of order parameters,
meaning 18, to represent low surface energy orientations and the other half, or
the other 18 order parameters, to represent the high surface energy orientations.
The insulator-phase makes the intruder second-phase particles that inhibit
the metal-phase grain growth process by occluding and pinning their grain
boundaries. Insulator particles have a shape and a size constant in time. The
dispersion of the particle-phase is simulated by the use of a temporal conserved
extra parameter field cp that is a spatially dependent phase-field variable that
equals 1 inside the particle and 0 outside of the insulator-phase [Ref. 39].
The interface between the insulator-phase and the metal-phase is
modeled to be a diffuse one and the grain growth process is modeled to assume
periodic boundary conditions. As seen in Zener's equation Eq. 2.9 [Ref.6], the
pinning pressure is dependent on the size and volume fraction of the secondphase particles and on the size and boundary energy of the matrix-phase grains.
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And so, as a function of all 36 Tjt(r,t) considered phase-field variables, the
mathematical expression for the inhomogeneous metal-insulator composite thin
film system free energy is written as in Eq. 3-4 [Ref. 40, 52]:

F = J/„(i7 1 (r),7 2 (r),...,736(0) + £ ^ V ^ I . ( r ) rf3 r

Eq. 3-4

[Ref40]

where f0 is the free energy density of the metal- phase, and kt are positive
constant values that are energy gradient coefficients related to grain boundary
energy and width. The free energy density / „ of the metal-insulator composite
thin film system is given by relation Eq. 3-5 and is expressed as a function of the
—>

extra phase-field variable^ that forces the orientation fields 7,0,0 to evolve
continuously at the metal-insulator interface:
36

f0(Tjl,7j2,...,Tj26)

n

l

4

n

36

36

36

<=1 j*i

i=\

= m
i=l

-^

^

Eq.3-5 [Re, - 40]

where m is a coefficient of homogeneous energy, related to the metal grain
boundary energy and width; and 8* is a positive constant value [Ref. 40].
The continuous in time and space 77,0,0, Vi = l,36, phase fields are
solved numerically by describing each of them with a time dependent GinzburgLandau equation as shown in equation Eq. 3-6 [Ref. 39]:
—>

^

^
dt

= -L, - ^ - = -L, [m(-Vl + 7,3 + 2/7, f > , 2
driiirj)

+

2S\<p>) - *,.V\] Eq. 3-6 ^

where L. represents the kinetic constant and relates to the metal grain mobility.
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^

The modeling code is implemented using MATLAB , which visualizes in
two-dimensions the phase-field variables defined free energy expression for the
metal-insulator segregated composite thin films, where the insulator phase is
represented as second-phase particles pinning the metal grain boundaries. The
evaluation of the free energy expression is done using a MATLAB® algorithm that
automatically transforms in reciprocal Fourier space from the real-space. Each
simulation required running for 3000 iteration steps.
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL

In this chapter, we will discuss in detail how we codeposited our
composite thin film samples and what analytical tools we have employed in our
crystallographic texture development analysis. We will describe our synthesis
methods that are direct current (DC) and radio-frequency (RF) magnetron
sputtering techniques. As well, we will discuss about the extensive microstructure
characterization techniques that follow thin film deposition such as four-point
probe resistivity and step-profilometer thickness measurements, x-ray diffraction
pole figure analysis (Bruker Discover with GADDS x-ray diffractometer), scanning
electron microscopy (Amray 3300 field emission SEM with PGT Imix-PC
microanalysis system) and transmission electron microscopy(Zeiss/ LEO 922
Omega).
4.1

Materials synthesis

4.1.1 Film deposition

We used a high vacuum chamber to deposit thin films onto substrates at
room temperature with a base pressure in the low 10~8 Torr range. The substrate
used here are glass slide or silicon wafers, depending on the purpose of the
experiment. A photograph of the deposition system is shown in Figure 4.1.1-1,
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where the system components are shown viewed from the substrate location.
The figure shows the two 3-inch diameter magnetron sources used in this study,
also an additional magnetron source with 1.5-inch diameter and an ion beam
source. The sources may be operated simultaneously or sequentially and the
substrate may be rotated for uniformity or held stationary for composition
gradient studies.
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Figure 4.1.1-1: Photograph of the deposition system from substrate location.

Substrate sizes up to 4 inches in diameter may be used, with deposition
temperatures up to 600° C. The configuration of the two 3-inch diameter sources
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is shown in Figure 4.1.1-2. We can modify the deposition angle and so we are
able to analyze the effect of deposition angle on the microstructure of the
composite materials.

Figure 4.1.1-2: Sketch of the two-magnetron deposition system.
This system is particularly well suited for the deposition of metal alloys or
metal-insulator composite thin films with a composition gradient spanning about
40% change in composition across a single sample.

DC magnetron sputtering is used only for sputtering conductors. The DC
method is described in detail in the theory chapter, specifically in section 2.4.1 of
this thesis. We use direct current (DC) magnetron sputtering technique for
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depositing metal target materials such as: Au, Ag and Cu. RF magnetron
sputtering technique is used in sputtering insulator target materials because it
neutralizes the positive charge built-up on the target by employing an alternating
current power supply operated at 13.65 MHz. The RF method is described in
detail in the theory chapter, specifically in section 2.4.2 of this thesis. We use
radio-frequency (RF) magnetron sputtering technique for depositing insulating
target materials such as: Si or Si02. The process gas in all of our experiments is
the inert gas Argon.

4.1.2 Metal composite thin films composition

As an example of a composite thin film sample, Figure 4.1.2-1 illustrates
the synthesis of Au-Si0 2 composite material by codeposition of gold and silica on
a 3-inch silicon wafer. The geometry of the deposition system induces a gradient
of composition across the sample. Thus, the film exhibits a variety of
microstructures, along the sample, in terms of grain size, crystallographic
orientations and surface morphology.
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Figure 4.1.2-1: Photographs of Au-Si02 composite thin film sample resulted after
a stationary magnetron cosputtering deposition of gold and silica immiscible
materials through a metal mask [Ref. 17].
Thin film synthesis is a process that takes place far from thermodynamic
equilibrium and the structure evolution during film growth is dependent on
processes such as surface and bulk diffusion, nucleation rates, adatom mobility,
island growth and grain boundary mobility and coarsening. The composition
gradient and the segregation process of the Au-Si02 metal-insulator composite
provides, along the sample, different morphologies and structures that develop
different properties as well. Increasing the Si0 2 content in the Au-Si0 2 sample
affects the size of the metal grains and the grain coalescence and migration
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processes that become inhibited. We study the composite thin film's morphology
and microstructure evolution through its fiber texture characteristics. We show in
our research for the first time evidence that the resulting texture is strongly
affected by the solubility factor of the immiscible phases that constitute the
composite thin film material. We demonstrate that the decrease in preferred
orientation of the metal component is predictable as Si0 2 is added to Au and is
related to the decrease in grain sizes.

4.1.2.1 Stationary runs

The majority of composite thin films samples that we used in our study
were prepared using a stationary substrate deposition method. Stationary runs
were used to create mixtures of materials and a gradient of film thickness.
Stationary runs of codeposited immiscible and soluble composite films create a
range of mixtures of different compositions across the surface of the sample. A
clean, 3-inch silicon wafer with a native oxidized layer on top was used as a
backing plate. A metal step was placed over the wafer in order to get a step for
measurements. We did stationary deposition runs for single phase thin films
besides the two phase composite thin films. For example, in case of a stationary
deposited Au-Si0 2 composite thin film in order to get accurate calibration data
and less systematic errors we deposit and analyze stationary calibration runs for
each of the constituent phase (Au or Si0 2 ) in the composite material. When we
are doing a single stationary deposition we use only one magnetron, which
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corresponds to the desired material to be sputtered, and we keep the other
magnetron turned off.
4.1.2.2 Rotated runs
Rotated runs were used to produce thin films with nearly homogeneous
composition. Rotation guarantees that the cosputtered target materials are
evenly spread on the substrate and form an even thickness across the sample
with the same compositional ratio throughout the entire layer. Samples were
rotated at a constant angular speed of 45 rpm. The samples were kept constantly
rotating throughout the deposition process.
4.1.2.3 Determination of deposition

rate and composition for the

composite thin films

Deposition rates were determined by depositing a film through a step
mask, and then measuring the film thickness. As showed in Figure 4.1.2.3-1, we
determined the deposition rate for a given material at different location points
along the sample on the diameter line. Deposition rates were found by dividing
the thickness of the film by the total deposition time. The step mask is placed on
top of the silicon wafer and held in place by four substrate clips. During the
deposition, the area under the step mask remains uncoated and so leaving a
step, an edge that is required for thickness measurements that are needed in
calculations of the deposition rates. Deposition rates for a given material were
found to be constant within 5%. Values for deposition rates differ from target
material to target material due to each materials atomic weight and sputtering
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yield. In case of a deposition carried out on a rotated substrate the deposition
rate represents the average value of the calculated deposition rates on different
locations along the step mask.
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Figure 4.1.2.3-1: Patterned Au-Si0 2 composite thin film deposition sketch
presenting the sample resulted after a stationary codeposition of phase
segregated gold and silica target materials through a metal mask that is
positioned in the middle of the circular 3-inch in diameter silicon wafer substrate.
After deposition is completed, mask is taken away, location along the sample is
marked in a consistent way from one rich-phase material to the other one, and
along the step edge measurements are recorded.
For the codeposited composite thin films, composition and volume
fractions for each phase were calculated from the corresponding deposition rates
determined at multiple sites along the step mask. For all target materials
deposition rates increase with increasing power level supplied by either a DC or
an RF power supply. We plot the power levels and their corresponding deposition
rates for any single or codeposited thin film and fit the data by a least squares
method with a power law curve of the form f(x) = ax + bx2 +c. This fitted line
can be used to determine the power levels needed to extrapolate necessary
deposition rates for codeposited films.
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4.1.2.4 Post-deposition annealing treatments
We used a Lindberg Furnace to anneal our composite thin film samples at
various temperatures in order to investigate material property changes with
annealing temperatures. The heat treatments were done in a quartz tube, where
we can purge the air out using a 95% Ar, 5% H2 gas mixture. Heating of the
samples affects the resistivities of the film and so we used the annealing
treatments to be able to investigate how temperature will affect the composite's
microstructure, grain distribution and texture characteristics. Higher temperatures
are inducing atomic reordering in the film structure.

Interesting observations

result from annealing treatments of composite thin films such as Au-Si02, where
the metal component has a very low melting point compared to the insulator
component and that will lead to one component of the film, the Au metal phase,
having much more mobility than the insulator Si0 2 phase. This leads to
agglomeration of the Au mobile component of the composite segregated film
(which also sometimes just occurs with time) that greatly changes the resistivity
of that film.

4.2

Materials analysis

4.2.1 X-ray diffraction

4.2.1.1 Brief explanation

X-ray diffraction is an analysis technique used to measure the atomic
arrangement in materials. X-rays are produced in an x-ray tube that has two
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metal electrodes enclosed in a vacuum chamber. By heating a tungsten filament
cathode, which is at a high negative potential, electrons are produced and
accelerated toward the anode that is water cooled and stays at a ground
potential. Electrons collide with the target material, in our case copper, and the
energy excites the lowest energy electron, so a Ka fall occurs and an X-ray
photon is emitted. This Cu, Ka photon has a wavelength of 0.154 nm, which is
about the same as the distance between atoms, which allows us to see how the
atoms in the film are oriented. The photons are diffracted off the sample onto a
two- dimensional (2D) area detector.
We used a Bruker AXS two-dimensional x-ray diffraction system (XRD2)
that has a two-dimensional (2D) detector and corresponding data reduction and
analysis [Ref. 54]. An XRD2 system is relatively a new technique [Ref. 48] in the
field of x-ray diffraction; it involves 2D image processing and 2D diffraction
pattern. The diffraction pattern information is analyzed by using GADDS software
that is a useful tool for determination of atoms orientation in thin films. The atomic
arrangement in a given material is identified by the scattering of the x-rays from
the material, and is a function of the electron distribution that can be ordered like
crystalline materials such as metals or disordered like amorphous glass materials
such as silica. Polycrystalline materials such as metal thin films have a range of
scattering, where the intensity and spatial distributions of the scattered x-rays
vary from theoretical delta functions with discrete relationships between points to
continuous

distributions

with

spherical

symmetry

[Ref.

55].

Diffraction

measurement provided by the XRD2 system has a 4-circle geometry, and so
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there are three rotation angles that correspond to the orientation of the thin film
sample: co (the base rotation omega), x (goniometer chi) and <p (phi). Angles ¥
and x

nave

same axis but different starting positions and rotation directions,

and x- 90° - ¥ . A sketch that presents the systems geometry with all three
rotation angles is presented in Figure 4.2.1.1-1.

Figure 4.2.1.1-1: Goniometer and the sample stage: rotation axes (qj, cp, w, x)
and translation axes XYZ, adapted after [Ref. 54].
Diffraction measurements provide intensity as a function of scattering
angle 26. For our polycrystalline thin film samples, this distribution depends on
the orientation of the sample that is given by the rotation angles co,x,(p • A picture
of the actual Bruker AXS XRD2 diffraction system is presented in Figure 4.2.1.2-2
which shows the five major components in an XRD2 system, the area detector,
the x-ray generator, the x-ray optics (monochromator and collimator), the
goniometer and sample stage, and the sample alignment and monitoring
(laser/video) system that is not included in our UNH system. In order to acquire
an area detector diffraction frame we set fix co and jangles and each frame
corresponds to an cp rotation angle value. In our experiments the step-size for <p
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rotation was set at 5° per frame, the base rotation co angle was set at 20° and x
angle was set at 54.7° due to the face-centered cubic (FCC) crystal structure of
our samples.

Figure 4.2.1.1-2: Picture of the Bruker AXS XRD2 diffraction system showing the
rotation angles 20, x, and (p.; after [Ref. 54].
4.2.1.2 Pole figures

For different crystal structures, atom planes have different ratios of
intensity in X-ray diffraction; for example for face centered cubic the (111)
orientation is most intense, whereas for body centered cubic the (110) orientation
is. An example of diffraction pattern resulted from analyzing a Ag sample with the
Bruker system area detector is presented in Figure 4.2.1.2-1.
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Figure 4.2.1.2-1: Diffraction pattern of a silver thin film sample obtained with a 2D
area detector.
The silver sample in Figure 4.2.1.2-1, being a cubic crystal, gives
diffraction lines that correspond to diffraction produced by the planes: (111),
(200) and (220) at the corresponding Bragg angles d on x-axis with relative
intensity on y-axis on the blue plot. In general, all Bragg angles at which
diffraction can occur from the planes (hkl) for a specific incident wavelength A,
and a particular cubic crystal unit cell size a, can be obtained by calculating
sin2 6 values that satisfy the following equation, [Ref. 56]:

Sin26>
2

2

2

(h +k +l )

_ £

4 1

[Ref. 56]

2

Aa
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The general relation described by equation Eq. 4-1 is obtained by
combining the Bragg diffraction law (Eq. 4-2) and the plane spacing equation
(Eq.4-3):

X = 2d sin0

1 _ (h
—j -

a

Eq.4-2[Ref56]

+k +1 )
—2

_
[Ref. 56]
t q . <\-<i

a
The orientation that has the most atoms in a plane parallel to the substrate

is usually the most intense orientation. The most intense orientation will have a
bright part on the ring if there is a preferred orientation, as is visible in the upper
part of Figure 4.2.1.2-1 on the (111) ring. The x-ray diffraction pattern consists of
a set of diffraction rings with angular dependence due the fact that each frame is
collected by rotating the sample along the Phi angle. By integrating over the most
intense ring for all of the frames using GADDS (General Area Detector Diffraction
System), we create a 3D intensity plot, called a pole figure. From the pole figure,
we are able to see if there is any preferred orientation of the crystallites of the
thin film. The pole figure shows a peak for the preferred orientation for the atoms
of the thin film (Figure 4.2.1.2-2 a) or shows a flat surface (Figure 4.2.1.2-2 b),
having no peaks, if random orientation exists. If this peak is not in the center of
the pole figure, it means that the orientation has a tilt, which we are able to relate
to the deposition angle.
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Figure 4.2.1.2-2: X-ray pole figures show oriented Au crystallites (a) in Au-rich
films and random Au crystallites (b) in Si02-rich films.
4.2.2 Resistivity measurements

This measurement is useful in understanding the properties of the film,
whether conductive or insulating and how these are determined by the
composition and microstructure of the film. Resistivity of the analyzed thin film
materials was measured by the use of the Van der Pauw method, which implies
measurement of the sheet resistance and measurement of the thickness of the
film [Ref. 51]. The four point probe was used to measure the sheet resistance of
a thin film. The four-point probe uses four tungsten tips that are placed in contact
with the surface of the film. The sheet resistance is defined to be the resistance
of a thin film sample of uniform thickness. As shown in Figure 4.2.2-1, a constant
current of i = 4.53 mA is driven through the outer two probes and through the film,
and while the current is applied, the voltage across the inner two probes is
measured. The current value of i = 4.53 mA comes from the relationship of a
square array to a linear array of probes.
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Figure 4.2.2-1: Four-point probe geometry showing how it operates: the outer two
tips drive through a current i = 4.53 mA and the inner two tips measure the voltage
across V.
These current and voltage readings are related by Ohm's Law, and so
from these values the sheet resistance can be calculated. The total resistivity of
the sample was calculated using the equation Eq. 4-4,
R = Rst

Eq. 4-4

where R is the resistivity expressed in//Q-cm, Rs is the sheet resistance in
Q

s

and t is the thickness of the thin film in 100's of A [Ref. 57-59].
square
Thin film thickness measurements were made using the stylus method for
vertical displacement by using a Step Profilometer. This instrument uses a
diamond stylus tip with a 12.5-um curvature radius to scan the substrate of the
film and gives the relative height of the film. The stylus force was 12 mg and the
recorded horizontal displacement was 2000/am. The step mask used provides
the step needed for measuring the height between the uncoated Si wafer
covered by the mask and the deposited film not covered by the mask and
exposed to sputtering deposition. The stylus method for thin film thickness
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measurement is sketched in Figure 4.2.2-2, where the stylus is the red cone
moving on the x axis and registering the vertical displacement caused by the step
mask that kept the substrate area below uncoated.

Cu

f
a \j film surface

>

V

uncoated
substrate surface

Film's
thickness (kA)

;

Scan length or Horizontal displacement (pm)

>

Ag

Figure 4.2.2-2: Stylus method for measurement of the thin film thickness. The left
side of the sketch shows the stylus moving across the thin film sample deposited
on a Si wafer covered by a step mask. The right side of the sketch is an example
of an output plot resulting from the thickness measurement.
In our work, we analyzed composite thin films that were deposited either
on a stationary substrate or a rotated one. The rotated composites have an
approximately uniform composition, thickness and resistivity across the sample.
For the rotated samples average values registered at more than five different
locations were recorded for thickness and sheet resistance in order to determine
the average value for the film's resistivity. The stationary composite films have a
changing composition across the length of the sample. For the stationary runs, a
total of 15 resistivity measurements were made along the length of the sample,
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first at location 0.2 cm, second at location 0.5 cm and after for each location
point up to 9.5 cm with an increment value of 0.5 cm.
We did our measurements starting from the metal rich end towards the
other end in case of metal-insulator composite thin films such as Au-Si0 2 shown
in Figure 4.2.2-3 a). In case of Au-Ag composite thin films measurements started
from Au rich side towards Ag rich side, as shown in Figure 4.2.2-3 b). In case of
Cu-Ag composite thin films measurements started from the dominating Cu rich
side towards Ag rich side, as shown in Figure 4.2.2-3 c). Some of the locations
are shown as blue circle markings on the step mask that is sketched in Figure
4.2.2-3. The deposition directions of the two sputtered materials forming the
composite thin film are specified with arrows on the sides.
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Figure 4.2.2-3: Measurements settings for composite thin films: a) gold-silica, b)
gold- silver and c) copper-silver. Sheet resistance and thickness measurements
were made along the length of the sample from left to right side; first at location
0.2 cm, second at location 0.5 cm and after for each location point up to 9.5
cm with an increment value of 0.5 cm.
4.2.3 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

The University of New Hampshire possesses a bright field imaging mode
TEM instrument, a Zeiss/LEO 922 Omega, which enables us to explore finescale microstructure to the nanoscale level. Its magnification ranges from 80X to
1,000,000X and the accelerating voltages range from 120 to 200 kV. For this
type of microscopy the sample needs to be thin enough (maximum 100 nm) in
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order to facilitate transmission of a beam of electrons through it without a great
loss of intensity.
Transmission electron microscopes (TEM) are used for morphological,
crystallographic and compositional imaging purposes. This technique allows
observations down to atomic level and also allows electron diffraction patterns to
be observed. In a TEM, the incident high energy electrons are treated as wavelike and not as particle-like, and so the resolution in the imaging depends on the
deBroglie wavelength of the wave incident on the specimen. Figure 4.2.3-1
illustrates the working principles of a TEM, as is discussed by Ref. 60, showing
the monochromatic electron beam (virtual source) passing through the
condenser lenses and after being confined and high angle electrons being
filtered out by passing through the condenser aperture; after which the confined
beam hits the sample and is transmitted through the sample. The transmitted
beam is focused and confined further by the objective lens and objective aperture
into an image. The selected area aperture is inserted into the TEM column if we
intend to do electron diffraction. The selected area aperture blocks the electron
beam and only a fraction of it is allowed to pass through a small hole, and so we
can analyze the particular area selected by the aperture under different tilt angle
if we desire. The transmitted electron beam, if it is not blocked by the selected
area aperture, after passing through the intermediate and projector lenses, lands
on a phosphor screen where we can see the image. There are two types of TEM
imaging modes: one is bright-field (BF) that uses the unscattered central beam
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and the other one is dark field (DF) that is very selective because it uses only the
scattered electrons corresponding to selected specific Bragg diffraction angles.

Virtual Source
First Condenser Lens

Second Condenser Lens

Condenser Aperture

Sample
Objective Lens
Objective Aperture

Selected Area Aperture

First Intermediate Lens

Second Intermediate Lens

Projector Lens

Main Screen (Phosphor)

Figure 4.2.3-1: Transmission electron microscope beam geometry, after [Ref. 61].

TEM measurements have a significant importance for our research
experiment that is presented in this thesis. The premise of our experiment was
derived from TEM observations along with other analyzing tools; as well as the
conclusion and the modeling of our experimental observations were based on
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TEM measurements that helped us in analyzing grain growth and grain
appearance characteristics in our two phase soluble or insoluble composite thin
films.

4.2.4 Scanning electron microscopy with X-ray microanalysis (SEM and
EDS)

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) is a useful microanalysis tool used
in thin film characterization. We used an Amray 3300 field emission SEM to get
surface and cross-section images of the phase segregated composite thin films.
The SEM has a magnification range from 15 X to 100 AX at accelerating
voltages from 1-25 kV with resolution of 1.5«m at 25 kV . SEM provides a virtual
image of the sample surface by scanning it with a high energy electron beam and
counting secondary electrons from the surface of the sample. The working
principles of the SEM, as shown in Figure 4.2.4-1, explain that the
monochromatic high energy electron beam is confined and filtered out of high
angle electrons, as it passes through the condenser lenses and the condenser
and the objective apertures. A set of coils then follows in the electron beam's
path, which is situated after the objective aperture and before the objective lens.
The scanned electron beam passes through in a final objective lens that focuses
the beam on the wanted area on sample surface. The secondary electron
detector count of the backscattered electrons emitted from the sample surface
produces a high resolution image shown in real time on a computer monitor [Ref.
56].
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Virtual Source
First Condenser Lens
Condenser Aperture
Second Condenser Lens
Objective Aperture

Scan Coils

Objective Lens

Sample

Figure 4.2.4-1: Scanning electron microscope beam geometry, after [Ref. 62].

The Amray 3300 FE field emission SEM system has an x-ray detector that
enhances the use of the SEM by allowing us to do energy-dispersive X-ray
microanalysis (EDS). This spectroscopy analytical technique permits us to do
elemental analysis on a selected area on our sample by collecting the
characteristic x-rays emitted from the analyzed sample.
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I

CHAPTER 5

RESULTS and DISCUSSION

In this chapter we present and discuss our unique experimental and
modeling results that demonstrate the evolution of fiber texture in composite thin
film materials. In this study, we explored and analyzed the mechanism of texture
selection and evolution in three different two-phase composite thin films based
on their solubility, composition and grain size. We investigated the development
of fiber texture for three different fee (face-center cubic) metal phases: Au, Ag
and Cu. Pure fee metals have a strong (111) crystal orientations (fiber texture)
perpendicular to the substrate plane, i.e. the (111) planes are parallel to the
substrate. We used these metals to synthesize, using magnetron sputtering,
composite alloy materials including: mutually soluble Au-Ag composite thin films,
slightly soluble Cu-Ag composite thin films and mutually insoluble Au-Si0 2
composite thin films. This study uses x-ray diffraction pole figure method to
measure the strength of the fee crystallite orientation within the composite thin
films relative to the pure fee metal thin film. The non-contact measurement
proves to be suitable not only for assessing issues such as the connectivity
between grains of different metals in nanostructured composite thin films and
devices,

but also for

addressing questions

regarding grain growth

in
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polycrystalline materials containing small random distributed second-phase
particles.
We first present our results regarding texture development in miscible two
fee Au-Ag thin films. Au and Ag are completely soluble and form no compound
phases. We discuss the sharp Au-Ag (111) fiber texture identified for the pure
Au, pure Ag and Ag-i-xAux alloy thin films.
Secondly we present and our texture evolution experimental findings
regarding highly insoluble two fee phases Cu-Ag composite thin films. As a
function of composition, we see that in the sputtered fee composite, the Cu and
Ag phases can be either insoluble or they can coexist in a metastable solid
solution. We discuss our unique findings that give evidence of texture
enhancement of Cu (111) and Ag (111) fiber textures as a function of
composition in C^-xAgx composite compared to pure Cu and pure Ag singlephase thin films. The Cui-xAgx composite experimental results have been
reported in the Journal of Vacuum Science and Technology A in 2010 [Ref. 16].
Thirdly we present our experimental results on texture evolution in metalinsulator composite thin films. We discuss our exclusive findings regarding
microstructure and texture development in Au-SiC>2 and Ag-Si0 2 composites
where we observed that for concentrations of SiC*2 less than 5%, the strength of
Au (111) and Ag (111) fiber textures decreases rapidly with increasing Si0 2
volume fraction. We discuss the grain growth and texture selection mechanism
for these composites. We found that the cause of the texture loss may be
attributed to a Zener pinning effect implemented by silica insulator second-phase
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particles on the metal's grain boundaries through arresting the growth of grains
with preferred orientations. We discuss our phase-field simulations that
confirmed our experimental findings of Zener pinning effect on grain growth of
metal-insulator composite nanomaterials. The experimental results for Au-Si02
composite have been reported in Journal of Vacuum Science and Technology B
in 2009 [Ref. 63].

5.1

Texture evolution in mutually soluble Au-Ag thin films- Au-Ag (111)
alloy fiber texture development

We investigated the formation mechanism and texture evolution in Agi-XAux thin films through x-ray diffraction pole figures as a function of composition,
for volume fractions 0.04 < x < 0.9. Since both metals have face-centered cubic
(fee) crystal structures, the preferred orientation of gold and silver is as shown to
be along the <111> direction perpendicular to substrate. The Au-Ag alloy system
has the same crystal structure over the whole concentration range and there is
no competition in the atomic rearrangement process between the Au and Ag
atoms and the atomic interdiffusion occurs without changing the crystal structure.
As reported by Cook and Hilliard in 1969 [Ref.64], the Au-Ag superlattice has
same face-centered cubic (fee) structure as Au and Ag crystal structure [Ref. 65].
We analyzed the microstructure of the materials over a range of
compositions: pure Au and Ag thin films and the Agi.xAux alloy composite thin
film as a function of composition. We observed a sharp (111) fiber texture not
only in the case of pure fee Au and pure Ag single deposited thin films, but also
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for the fcc-fcc Au^-Agx miscible thin films. By the use of transmission electron
microscopy we analyzed the development of grain size in the pure single phase
Au and Ag films and in the Ag^-Aux miscible thin films.

5.1.1 Details of Aui-xAgx thin films study
All of the thin film samples were codeposited at room temperature by
magnetron sputtering at 1.5 mTorr, 36 seem Ar. After deposition, all synthesized
thin films were measured for thickness by using the step-profilometer and sheet
resistance by the four-point probe.
In figure 5.1.1-1 we present the deposition rates of the target materials: Au
and Ag, which resulted from multiple single and dual magnetron sputtering
synthesis processes: a) Au deposited using 10 W DC, Ag deposited using 60 W
DC and Au (10 W)-Ag(60 W) codeposited; b) Au deposited using 20 W DC, Ag
deposited using 20 W DC and Au-Ag codeposited using 20 W DC on each
magnetron; c) Au deposited using 40 W DC, Ag deposited using 10 W DC and
codeposited Au(40 W)-Ag(10 W). By using these three different power levels for
synthesizing our composite thin films, we covered and analyzed almost the whole
composition range: from composite Au (0.05) - Ag (0.95) to composite Au (0.92) Ag (0.08%). The film composition is determined by its position on the substrate,
based on individual calibration runs of pure Au and pure Ag.
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Figure 5.1.1-1: Deposition rates for a) Au deposited using 10 W DC, Ag
deposited using 60 W DC and Au (10 W) - Ag (60 W) codeposited; b) Au
deposited using 20 W DC, Ag deposited using 20 W DC and Au-Ag codeposited
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using 20 W DC on each magnetron; c) Au deposited using 40 W DC, Ag
deposited using 10 W DC and codeposited Au(40 W)-Ag(10 W).
The resistivity of pure Ag is 1.63 juQ. - cm and of pure Au is 2.05 f£l - cm.
In Figure 5.1.1-2 we present the resistivities measured using a four-point probe
that show pure a gold sample to have 3.3 f£l-cm

and silver sample to have 1.8

juQ.-cm [Ref. 66]. The resistivity for the Agi x -Au x alloy composite thin film
measures on average ~ 7 / / Q - c m . The increase in resistivity is attributed to
impurity scattering [Ref. 66].
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Figure 5.1.1-2: Resistivity along the samples for pure Au, pure Ag and Ag-i-xAux
alloy composite thin film.
The phase diagram for the Au- Ag composite shows that Au and Ag form
an alloy fee composite Aui-xAgx, as shown in Figure 5.1.1-3 From the phase
diagram, we see that Ag and Au are completely miscible and that they form a
solid phase alloy: Au-Ag, for the complete composition range and that they do
not have any compound phases.
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Figure 5.1.1-3: Ag-Au phase diagram from [Ref. 67].

Using the pole figure measurement method for x-ray diffraction technique,
we measured and compared the strength of the pure Au and Ag fee crystallites
orientation within the composite thin films relative to the pure fee metal thin film.
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Figure 5.1.1-4: On the left side is shown: the Ag (111) pole figure, and below: the
x-ray diffraction pattern for a Ag film obtained by the area detector. On the right
side is shown: the Au (111) pole figure, and below: the x-ray diffraction pattern
for a Au film obtained by the area detector.
As shown in Figure 5.1.1-4 pure Au and Ag thin films develop strong Au
(111) and Ag (111) pole figures. Singly deposited Au and Ag thin films on either
rotated or stationary substrates have a high crystallographic quality by exhibiting
a very organized atomic structure. The xrd pattern shown in the bottom of Figure
5.1.1-4 shows the similarity between gold's and silver's crystalline structure that
makes them diffract the x-rays at almost identical 20 diffraction angle due to their
similar atomic spacing d. The crystalline structure of Au, Ag and Au-Ag
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composites were verified by their own PDF cards data that are shown in Tables
5.1.1-1 and 5.1.1-2 [Ref. 68].
Gold, literature data, Cu-to radiation
2 theta°
d(A)
(hkl)
111
2.3550
38.184
2.0390
44.392
1.4420
64.576

Kf)
100
52
32

Table 5.1.1-1: The crystallographic data of fee Au. PDF number: 00-004-0784,
[Ref. 68].
Silver, literature data, Cu- ka radiation
(hkl)
d(A)
2 theta°
2.3594
111
38.142
2.0439
200
44.318
1.4448
220
64.496

Kf)
100
40
25

Table 5.1.1-2: The crystallographic data of fee Ag. PDF number: 00-004-0783,
[Ref. 68].
In presenting our experimental results, we choose to talk first about the
Au-Ag composites because of their solubility or miscibility. Being miscible, the
two very close in size atomic species are forming a polycrystalline alloy by
exchanging places with each other in their cubic structure, as is shown in Figure
5.1.1-5. Solubility of Au and Ag atoms allows formation of Au-Ag grains that,
during the growth process, thermodynamically and kinetically favor growth having
(111) preferred orientation in the out-of-plane direction by having their planes
parallel to the substrate. Figures 5.1.1-6 and 5.1.1-7 present the pole figures of
(111) and (200) diffraction peaks of different composition Au-Ag thin films. The
Au^xAgx thin films, regardless of the Au and Ag phase volume fractions, develop
(111) out-of-plane preferred orientations and (200) in-plane random alignment,
similar to the pure Au and Ag single phase thin films. For some compositions, the
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intensity of the (200) peak appears to increase, meaning that more x-rays are
reflected back by the (200) planes that being oriented randomly have their
collected intensities drawing a ring at x angle of 54.7°, that corresponds to the
angle between (200) direction and normal, (111) fiber direction.

fee Au crystal structure

fee Ag crystal structure

+
II
fee Au-Ag alloy crystal structure

Figure 5.1.1-5: Crystal structure of Au, Ag and Au-Ag alloy.
By the use of transmission electron microscopy we analyzed the
development of grain size in the pure single phase Au and Ag films and in the
Ag^x-Aux miscible composite thin films. For these plan view TEM micrographs,
the samples were measuring ~ 50 to 80 nm in thickness.
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Figure 5.1.1-6: Pole figures of a) (111) and b) (200) diffraction peaks of different
composition Au-i-xAgx alloy thin films.

Figure 5.1.1-7: Pole figures of a) (111) and b) (200) diffraction peaks of different
in composition Aui-xAgx alloy thin films.
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a) Pure Au

b) Pure Ag

Figure 5.1.1-8: Transmission electron micrographs of a) pure Au, b) pure Ag, c)
Au 0.3 -Ag 0.7 volume fraction showing grains that are -25 nm in diameter, d) Au
0.9- Ag 0.1 volume fraction showing large grains of ~ 50 nm.
Figure 5.1.1-8 shows plan view TEM micrographs that demonstrate that
these strongly oriented thin films samples: pure Au, pure Ag and composite Agi-XAu x have differences in grain size distributions: larger grains are observed in the
richest in Au composite (Figure 5.1.1-8 d)) compared to the richer in Ag
composite (Figure 5.1.1-8 c)). This grain size data is meaningful for our further
discussion, because it accentuates the fact that not only large metal grains but
also smaller sized grains can develop texture.
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5.2

Texture evolution in slightly soluble Cu-Ag thin films- synergistic Ag
(111) and Cu (111) fiber texture development

We investigated the texture and microstructure evolution of Cu-i-xAgx
composite thin films through x-ray diffraction pole figures as a function of
composition for x < 0.5 [Ref. 16]. When the Ag volume fraction represents less
than 0.15, a single-phase Cu-Ag metastable solid thin film solution is formed.
When the Ag volume fraction represents more than 0.15 up to 0.5, the Cui-xAgx
fee nanocomposite forms a phase-segregated thin film. We present in our study
exclusive comparative data between texture evolution of Cu (111) and Ag (111)
in phase-segregated Cu-Ag thin films and Cu (111) and Ag (111) in the same
thickness

pure copper

or silver thin films.

In the

segregated

Cu-Ag

microstructure, we show that a stronger Ag (111) and Cu (111) fiber texture is
obtained compared with Ag (111) and Cu (111) fiber texture of the pure Cu or Ag
films. We also report biaxial crystallographic alignment observed for the Ag
component that develops an in-plane alignment of Ag (200) related to the
deposition direction [Ref. 16]. By the use of transmission electron microscopy we
found that development of Cu (111) and Ag (111) textures does not correlate to
the in-plane grain size differences observed for the different compositions of CuiX-Agx

thin films.
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5.2.1 Details of the Cui-xAgx thin film study
All of the Cui-xAgx thin film samples were co-deposited at room
temperature onto silicon substrates native oxidized using DC magnetron sputter
deposition. All of the depositions were carried out in the same process and
environment conditions having the background pressure in the low 10"8 Torr
range and using Ar as background gas at 1.5 mTorr pressure. After deposition,
the thicknesses and sheet resistances of all synthesized thin films were
measured by using the step-profilometer and the four-point probe.
In Figure 5.2.1-1 we present the deposition rates along the stationary
sample obtained by depositing Cu at 100 W (DC) and Ag at 20 W (DC) target
power. In the center of the samples, the Cu deposition rate is 0.15 nmls and the
Ag deposition rate is 0.06 nmls. Composite film thicknesses ranged from 0.6 to
1 urn. The film composition is calculated by its position on the substrate, based
on individual calibration runs of pure Cu and pure Ag, and subsequently
confirmed by energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS). In Figure 5.2.1-2 we
present the film resistivities measured along the sample that show an average of
about 4 i£l-cm

for the Cu (100 W)-Ag (20W) composite thin film.
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Figure 5.2.1-1: Deposition rates for Cu deposited using 100 W DC and Ag
deposited using 20 W DC.
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Figure 5.2.1-2: Resistivity along the samples: Cu deposited using 100 W DC, Ag
deposited using 20 W DC and Cu (100 W) - Ag (20 W) composite thin film.
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The resistivity of pure copper is 1.67 jj£i-cm

and that of pure silver is

1.63 f£l - cm [Ref. 31, 66]. Our pure Cu thin films on average have a resistivity of
2.26 f£l-cm

and the pure Ag films have on average 1.7

(£i-cm.

The difference in atomic size, with Ag atoms being 13 % larger than Cu
atoms, makes the Cu and Ag atoms highly immiscible in the bulk. In Figure 5.2.13 we present the phase diagram for Cu-Ag composite, showing that no
intermetallic compound phases can be formed and that the maximum solubility
between Cu and Ag exists near the eutectic temperature of 779°C [Ref. 69-74].
Even if there is a small solubility permitted at equilibrium, when co-sputtering fee
Cu and fee Ag at room temperature, as a function of composition, we synthesized
either a quenched Cu-Ag solid solution or either a phase-segregated Cu-Ag thin
film. It may be possible to obtain supersaturated phases due to the rapid
"quenching" characteristic of sputter deposition [Ref. 70, 75]. The microstructure
of Cui-xAgx composite thin films deposited on a stationary substrate is
represented by a supersaturated form for more than 0.85 Cu volume fraction;
and by a phase-segregated domains, since Ag and Cu are insoluble phases, for
Cu volume fractions below 0.85 down to 0.50. The nanostructured phase
segregated Cui-xAgx composite thin films Cu-Ag are represented by a mixture of
fee copper and fee silver.
Figure 5.2.1-4 shows the x-ray diffraction pattern for an Ag film (Fig. 5.2.14 a)) and for a Cu film (Fig. 5.2.1-4 b)) obtained by the area detector. On the
image of the area plot the 20 diffraction angle values increase from right to left
whereas on a typical XRD intensity vs. 20 graph the diffraction angle increases
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from left to right. In these images, the diffraction rings appear at each 20 value
corresponding to each of the crystal planes (hkl) sets that satisfy the Bragg
diffraction law. Figure 5.2.1-4 shows that the majority of the Ag grains are aligned
in the out-of-plane (111) direction and that in the in-plane (200) direction they are
randomly oriented; and that all of the Cu grains are randomly oriented and show
no crystallographic texture what so ever.
Ag-Cu
Data from SGTE alloy databases (revised 2004)
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Figure 5.2.1-3: Ag-Cu phase diagram from [Ref. 67].
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Figure 5.2.1-4: XRD diffraction patterns for a) Ag thin film and b) Cu thin film.
Diffraction rings are indexed correspondingly to the Bragg diffraction law.

The crystallographic data of fee Ag (Table 5.1.1-2) shows that the
diffraction angles corresponding to (111), (200) and (220) diffracting planes occur
at 38.14°, 44.31° and 64.49°. Table 5.2.1-1 presents the crystallographic data for
fee Cu, showing that for the Cu (111), (200) and (220) diffracting planes the 20
diffraction angles are at 43.34°, 50.46° and 74.20° [Ref. 68]. The proximity
between Ag (200) and Cu (111) peaks makes the intensities to superimpose in
the Cu-Ag film samples, as shown in Figure 5.2-6.
Copperjiterature data, Cu-ka radiation
(hkl)
d(A)
111
2.087
200
1.808
220
1.278

2 theta°
43.34
50.46
74.20

Table 5.2.1-1: The crystallographic data of fee Cu, PDF number: 00-004-0836,
[Ref. 68].
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a) Pure Ag

b) Pure Cu

Figure 5.2.1-5: XRD pole figure (above) and the three-dimensional intensity
representation of the pole figure (below) showing as-deposited a) (111) textured
Ag and b) randomly oriented Cu.
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Figure 5.2.1-5 a) shows that pure single deposited Ag thin film samples
have (111) fiber texture. The vast majority of the Ag grains are oriented in the
(111) direction and the rest of them point in random out-of-plane directions.
Figure 5.2.1-5 shows that pure Cu thin film has randomly oriented grains that
have no directional alignment in the out-of-plane (111) direction parallel to
surface normal. As for the in-plane organization, both Ag and Cu thin films do not
display any preferred orientation and have their grains oriented randomly and not
aligned along any axis nor direction.

a) supersaturated Cu-Ag
solid solution

b) phase-segregated Cu-Ag

Figure 5.2.1-6: XRD diffraction patterns for a) super saturated Cu(0.85)- Ag
(0.15) solid solution thin film and for b) phase segregated Cu(0.7)- Ag (0.3).
As said before, we were able to synthesize both solid solution and phasesegregated Cu-Ag composite, as a function of composition. In figure 5.2.1-6, we
present the XRD diffraction pattern collected by the area detector for the
Cu(0.85)-Ag (0.15) solid solution in Figure 5.2.1-6 a) and for the phase91

segregated Cu(0.7)-Ag(0.3) in Figure 5.2.1-6 b). The supersaturated Cu-Ag is not
a homogeneous quenched solid solution, its diffraction pattern shown in Figure
5.2.1-6 a) indicates that there are diffraction intensities collected from diffracting
(200) planes at a 20 angle of approximately 49°. These diffractions correspond
to Cu (200) diffracting planes and indicate that not all of the Cu phase is present
in the solid solution of Cu-Ag. In Figure 5.2.1-7 we show the XRD pole figures
and their 3D intensity plots of the quenched and segregated Cu-Ag composites.
The supersaturated solid solution develops a slight (111) texture parallel to
surface normal, and its diffraction pattern consists of only one wide diffraction
ring that corresponds to a 20 diffraction angle around 43°, as showed in Figure
5.2.1-6 a). We verified the calculated composition of the quenched composite, by
using a Vegard's law and knowing the lattice constants for each element. This
formula represents a linear relationship between atomic volume fractions and
lattice parameters that allows calculations of alloy materials composition. For our
Cui-X-Agx binary solid solution, Vegard's law [Ref. 76] calculates the alloy lattice
parameter a as follows:
a =aCu(\-X)

+ aAg(X)

Eq. 5.2-1 [ R e f 7 6 ]

where aCu and aAg are the lattice constants of pure Cu and Ag materials. From
Cu (111) diffraction lines that occur at a 20 angle of 43.3° and from Ag (111)
diffraction lines that occur at a 20 angle of 38.1°, we confirmed the calculated
composition of the solid solution to be Cu(0.85) -Ag (0.15).
In phase segregated Cu-Ag thin films, both Ag and Cu grains develop a
sharp (111) fiber texture parallel to surface normal. The diffraction pattern for the
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phase segregated Cu-Ag composites combines the Cu and Ag diffraction lines
that correspond to diffraction produced by each component's (111), (200) and
(220) planes at the corresponding 2d Bragg angles [Ref. 16]. As shown in Figure
5.2.1-6 b), Cu (111) and Ag (200) diffract the x-rays at close 20 angles values
and their diffracting rings are shown to be superimposed. This effect appears as
a cause of segregation that induced compressive strain into the Cu phase [Ref.
77] or due to built-in high intrinsic or extrinsic stresses during sputtering [Ref. 7880]. However, on the area detector, the diffraction intensities corresponding to
the Cu (111) and Ag (200) diffracting planes are collected for different x angle
values with respect to substrate normal.

Initial settings for the diffractometer

consist in setting the preferred orientation to be perpendicular to the substrate
normal; so that the x angle value that represents the angle value between Cu
(111) fiber direction and the normal direction should be null. Ag (200) diffracting
planes are collected at a x angle of 54.7°, corresponding to the angle between
(200) direction and normal, (111) fiber direction [Ref. 16].
In our study we observed that, as a function of composition, the
microstructure of Cu-Ag composite thin films evolves differently and that there
are differences in Ag (111) and Cu (111) fiber texture strengths between single
phase thin films of Ag and Cu when compared to Cu-Ag thin films. We present in
Figure 5.2.1-7 the composition along a stationary sample, where on x axis is
shown the position along the sample and on y axis is shown the Ag phase
volume fraction in the Cui-X-Agx composite. The nanostructured

phase

segregated composite thin films show significant improvements of the preferred
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orientation relative to single-phase materials [Ref. 16]. We observed improved
(111) texture for Ag and Cu, when both phases coexist as a phase segregated
Cui-X-Agx composite, when 15 % < x < 50 % , compared to the same quantity of
Ag or Cu when each metal is singly deposited and analyzed as one phase
material as previously shown in Figure 5.2.1-5.
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Figure 5.2.1-7: XRD pole figure panoramic view of stationary deposited Cui-X-Agx
composite thin films. Cu (111) and Ag (111) pole figures are added to the
composition plot showing the effect of increasing Ag volume fraction on (111)
fiber texture.
Figure 5.2.1-8 illustrates the pole figure and the corresponding threedimensional intensity plot of the pole figure obtained for 20 diffraction angle of
43° in the case of two different compositions of CUi-x-Agx composite thin films.
Figure 5.2.1-8(a) corresponds to Cu-Ag (111) fiber texture in supersaturated Cu-
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Ag solid solution and Figure 5.2.1-8 (b) corresponds to Ag (200) and Cu (111) inplane and out-of-plane textures in phase-segregated Cu-Ag thin films. In Figure
5.2.1-8 (b) Cu (111) texture, the out-of-plane alignment along the <111>
direction, is shown at 0° x tilt angle (center of the plot) and Ag (200) texture, the
in-plane alignment along the <100> direction, is measured to be 55° tilted from
surface normal (outer ring of the plot).
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Figure 5.2.1-8: XRD pole figure (above) and the corresponding three-dimensional
intensity plot (below) obtained for 20 diffraction angle of 43° in (a)
supersaturated Cu-Ag solid solution thin film and in (b) phase-segregated Cu-Ag
thin films.
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The phase-segregated Cui-xAgx thin films, for more than Ag 0.15 volume
fraction up to 0.50 volume fraction, consist of silver grains that are biaxially
textured. For these grains, the Ag (111) and Ag (200) textures evolve
simultaneously. In these composite thin films, as pointed out in Figure 5.2-8 b),
Ag grains hold their (111) planes parallel to the substrate surface and point outof-plane in the <111> direction that is perpendicular to the substrate. At the same
time, the Ag grains align their (200) planes tilted 55° towards the Ag deposition
source, as pointed out by the three bumpy formations on the outer ring of the
pole figure intensity plot obtained for 20 diffraction angle of 43° in Figure 5.2.1-8
b). This indicates the three-fold symmetry of Ag (200) planes with respect to the
(111) planes. With increasing Ag volume fraction, the Ag (200) relative intensity
decreases such that in Cu (0.5) - Ag (0.5) thin films the Ag phase has a random
orientation in the in-plane (200) direction similar to a single phase Ag thin film.
As shown in Figure 5.2.1-9, the strength of the Ag (111) texture in phasesegregated Cu1.xAgx composite thin films evolves monotonically as a function of
composition. Also, Ag enhances the (111) fiber texture in phase segregated CuAg composites when compared to the single-phase Ag thin film (111) pole figure
shown in Figure 5.2.1-5(a). Due to the proximity of the 29 angle values, the
evolution of Ag (200) texture is presented, in Figure 5.2.1-10, as a function of
composition together with the Cu (111) texture on same three-dimensional pole
figure intensity plot. We see that for the phase-segregated Cui-xAgx thin films
there is a strongly enhanced Cu (111) fiber texture when compared to Cu single
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phase thin film shown in Figure 5.2.1-4 (b) that showed a random orientation in
the out-of plane direction.
In literature, it has been shown that biaxial textured Ag thin films can be
synthesized and under different deposition conditions than those met in out
experimental setup, such as higher base pressure (10 6 Torr range), higher
pressure for the Ar sputter gas (2-20 mTorr) and with or without post-deposition
thermal treatments [Ref. 69, 80-82]. In 1997, Karpenko et al. proposed a model
to describe in-plane texture development that considers the oblique adatom flux
and the sufficient adatom kinetic energy to influence and help the in-plane texture
to develop along with the out-of-plane texture [Ref. 83]. In-plane alignment for
films deposited at oblique incidence may be caused by shadowing effects that
cause anisotropic surface transport that influences grain growth to be faster
along a particular crystallographic direction in the plane of growth [Ref. 83-87].
Deposition geometry plays a critical role in in-plane texture development along
the out-of-plane texturing, while the role of deposition kinetics and energetics are
not currently well understood. [Ref. 83-87]. Ag grains in Cu-Ag phase-segregated
composite films, present biaxial texture in our experimental work, because they
grow most rapidly along their (100) axis and slowest in the (111) direction. This
results in growth of Ag grains which are elongated (to increasing degrees as the
films thicken) along their (100) direction.
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Figure 5.2.1-9: XRD three-dimensional pole
figure intensity plots of 20 = 38°, showing the
monotonic evolution of Ag (111) fiber texture
with composition in phase-segregated Cuix Ag x composite thin films.
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Figure 5.2.1-10: XRD three-dimensional pole
figure intensity plots of 20 = 43°, showing the
evolution
with composition,
in
phasesegregated Cui-xAgx composite thin films, of Cu
(111) fiber texture, shown at 0° tilt with respect
to normal, and Ag (200) texture, tilted 55° away
from normal.
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We analyzed the quenched and segregated Cut-xAgx composite, Cu and
Ag thin films microstructure using transmission electron microscopy. The low
diffraction intensity difference between Cu and Ag in the bright-field TEM
micrographs does not allow us to distinguish Cu grains from Ag grains in the CuAg segregated composite. TEM thin film samples were between 50 to 80 nm
thick.
For the single phase Ag thin films deposited at room temperature, the
bright-field TEM micrographs show that Ag grains are large and that the in-plane
grain size varies from 20 to 40 nm. On the other hand, TEM micrographs reveal
that in pure Cu single phase thin films deposited at room temperature, Cu grains
are observed to be smaller and they grow to about 10 nm in size.
Comparing the grain sizes for Cui-xAgx composite films, x < 0.5, we
observed differences not only as a function of composition but also compared to
Ag and Cu grain sizes in single-phase thin films, as follows:
1.

In Cu-Ag supersaturated solid solution, where Ag volume fraction is

below 0.15 volume fraction, the grain size is approximately 20 nm, as shown in
Figure 5.2.1-11. Despite the fact that the quenched composite has more than
0.85 volume fraction Cu, small grains similar in size with the pure Cu grains did
not develop, in contrary the appearance of the grains is closer to Ag grains in Ag
films.
2.

In phase-segregated Cu-Ag composite thin films, where Ag volume

fraction is above 0.15 volume fraction up to about 0.4 volume fraction Ag, Cu
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grain size enhances to 60 nm in diameter and Ag grains are as large as the pure
Ag grains in single-phase films, as shown in Figure 5.2.1-12.
3.

In phase-segregated Cu-Ag composite thin films, where Ag volume

fraction is above 0.4 % up to about 0.5 volume fraction Ag, very small grains of
Cu and Ag are seen, as shown in Figure 5.2.1-13. These grains are much
smaller than the small Cu grains observed in pure Cu thin films. It appears that
the energy released by phase segregation promotes grain growth for smaller
fractions of Ag, but also may be hindered for large fractions of Ag.
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Figure 5.2.1-11: Transmission electron micrographs for:
a) pure Ag, size bar is 20 nm
b) pure Cu, size bar is 20 nm
c) quenched fee solid solution, size bar is 20 nm
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Figure 5.2.1-13: Transmission electron micrographs for:
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c) small grains of textured Cu (111) and Ag (111) in phase segregated
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Concluding our remarks and experimental findings, we have found that the
microstructure of Cui-xAgx composite thin films displays a strong dependence of
the in- and out-of-plane preferred orientations on the composition and on the
deposition angle of the incoming atoms. Ag grains reduce their size and Cu
grains increase their in-plane size when both coexist in the phase-segregated
Cu^xAgx composite compared to the grain size distribution in pure Ag and Cu
thin films. Varying the composition of the C^-xAgx composite thin film affects the
strength of the Ag (111) and Cu (111) pole figures, but maintains a strong (111)
out-of-plane fiber texture perpendicular to the surface. However, varying the
composition of the C^-xAgx composite shows that the (200) in-plane preferred
orientation of the Ag phase is responsive to the deposition direction and suggests
that the growth of the (200) lower energy planes might be promoted through
channeling [Ref. 80-88] and subsequent shadowing [Ref. 84-88]. As a
consequence to the existence of biaxially textured Ag grains, a growth rate
competition between the Ag (111) and Ag (200) grains along the in- and out-of
plane directions may limit the grain size. Interestingly, in the codeposited fee
metal- fee metal C^.xAgx phase segregated composite thin films the (111) fiber
texture evolution mechanism appears to be selected independently of the inplane grain size.
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5.3

Texture evolution in mutually insoluble Au-SiC>2 composite thin
films- Zener pinning effect of insulator particles on metal grain
growth and Au (111) and Ag (111) fiber texture development

Physical and mechanical properties of metal-insulator composite thin films
are largely determined by their composition and microstructure. This makes their
distribution and morphology of phases and their grain sizes and orientations to
be responsible for their applications roadmap. To optimize the metal-insulator
composite thin films for applications, such those presented in Chapter 1.3, it is
important to control their microstructure during deposition and processing. For
example, catalytic activity for processes such as CO oxidation can be increased
at low metal volume fractions by using nanometer-sized metal clusters [Ref. 11,
14]. Optical properties such as surface plasmon resonance can be enhanced
using metal particles within an optically transparent medium for applications such
as molecular sensors [Ref. 3, 4, 11, 13]. Metal-insulator composite thin films are
finding significant applications in nanopatterning and nanotemplate processing
[Ref. 11]. Also, small concentrations of second phase particles in metal thin films
greatly affect their deformation behavior [Ref. 8, 24, 29, 89].

In this experimental study, we used x-ray diffraction pole figure analysis to
examine the formation mechanism and texture evolution in Aui-x-(Si02)x
nanocomposite thin films as a function of composition. Additional results are
included for the immiscible system Agi.x-(Si02)x for comparison. In this chapter
we first talk about our experimental findings and after we show how we modeled
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and simulate our unique results. Our main research interest is toward studying
texture evolution in composite materials. In this chapter, we show that the
evolution of metal fiber texture in phase segregated metal-insulator composite
thin films depends strongly on the composition. For our phase segregated
composite system we used x-ray diffraction pole figures to measure the strength
of the Au (111) fiber texture as a function of composition. We show that for very
low Si02 volume fractions, less than 0.05 volume fraction, Au has low resistivity
and that the strong (111) fiber texture is similar to that of pure metal phase. In the
compositional derived analysis, we show that for higher SiC>2 volume fractions, up
to 0.3 volume fraction, the strength of the Au fiber texture decreases more rapidly
with increasing Si0 2 volume fraction than can be attributed to the decreasing Au
volume fraction. We show that the rapid decrease in Au (111) fiber texture
strength is consistent with Zener pinning of metal grains by second-phase
insulator SiC>2 particles. For SiC>2 volume fractions greater than 0.3 volume
fraction, the metal preferred fiber texture is weakened and lost and the
microstructure changes to randomly oriented metal islands within an insulating
matrix of Si0 2 , and so the films become insulating. In modeling our texture
analysis findings we used phase-field diffuse interface simulations. Through our
simulations we discuss texture and microstructure evolution for metal-insulator
composite thin films and we model how the phase-field method applies for Zener
pinned metal-insulator Au-Si0 2 phase-segregated composite thin films.
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5.3.1 Details of the Au-Si0 2 thin films study
All of the thin film samples were codeposited onto native oxidized
silicon substrates at room temperature by magnetron sputtering at 1.5 mTorr, 36
seem Ar. Thin films were codeposited from separate metal, Au and insulator Si0 2
targets. Even though Si and O are transported as separate atoms, the film
surface receives enough oxygen from residual gas that there is no oxygen loss to
other surfaces and that the composition is stoichiometricaly Si0 2 , as was also
determined by using x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy technique (XPS). We
used XPS technique to verify the composition on the surface of our Au-Si02
phase-segregated thin films; these data are not included in the dissertation. After
deposition, all synthesized thin films were measured for thickness by using the
step-profilometer and sheet resistance by the four-point probe.
In Figure 5.3.1-1 we present the composition along the stationary sample
resulted when depositing Au 50 W (DC) and Si0 2 at 150 W (RF). For Au, the
deposition rate at the substrate center is 0.19 nm/s. For Si0 2 , the deposition rate
at the substrate center is 0.04 nm/s. Composite film thicknesses ranged from 0.9
to 1.1 um. The film composition is determined by its position on the substrate,
based on individual calibration runs of pure Au and pure Si0 2 .
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^ - A u deposited at 50W DC
—-Si02 deposited at 150W RF

Location along the samplefromAurichside towards Si02richside (cm)

Figure 5.3.1-1: Deposition rates along the Au-Si0 2 sample.
In Figure 5.3.1-2 we present the film resistivities measured along the
sample that show how the gradient of composition in Au-Si0 2 thin films results in
a changing of microstructure. There are three microstructures that can be
depicted in Figure 5.3.1-2 within the Au-Si0 2 composite film when going from rich
Au side toward the Si0 2 rich side: we first encounter a conductive continuous Au
film where silica particles are dispersed in the metal matrix, after we encounter a
percolation region with interconnected networks of Au and Si0 2 , and at the silica
rich side the Au phase gets disconnected and discontinuous within a Si0 2 matrix.
Pure gold resistivity is 2.44 juD.-cm [Ref. 31]. The resistivity of composite films
vs. composition plot indicates that the films become insulating for Si0 2 volume
fractions above 38%.
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Figure 5.3.1-2: Resistivity vs. composition along the Au-Si0 2 thin film sample.
There are no ternary phase diagrams in the solid state available for the
Au-Si-0 system. [Ref. 90] draws a ternary phase diagram for the system heated
at 1100°C under an Ar-H2 (3% H2) atmosphere. As shown in Figure 5.3.1-3, even
under these synthesis conditions the tie line from Au to Si0 2 in the metastable
Au-Si-0 phase diagram shows no compounds. [Ref. 90] have studied growth of
silicon-based nanowires using Au as a catalyst using Solid-Vapor-Liquid-Solid
(SVLS) mechanism. The Au-0 interactions are known to be very weak. In the
solid state a strong repulsive interaction between Au and Si atoms makes them
immiscible. Even though Si and O are transported as separate atoms, the film
surface receives enough oxygen from residual gas that the composition is close
to Si0 2 . However, the Au-Si phase diagram shows a deep eutectic at 363°C that
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indicates a strong attractive interaction between Au and Si atoms in the liquid
state. The eutectic temperature is experimentally measured at 363°C whereas, in
the hypothesis of an ideal liquid solution, the eutectic temperature would be
calculated at 870°C [Ref. 90]. High temperature and pressure CVD synthesis
methods have been used in preparing out of quench metastable Au3Si [Ref. 91]
or Au 2 0 3 [Ref. 92]; however under our experimental conditions: high vacuum and
room temperature sputtering PVD process, none of these phases can exist. For
some of our phase segregated Au-Si0 2 thin films sample used in this research
study, the atomic species and the chemical composition was confirmed by x-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) technique.

Figure 5.3.1-3: Metastable Au-Si-0 ternary phase diagram at 1100°C, borrowed
from [Ref. 90].
The distributions of crystallographic orientations of Au grains within phase
segregated Au-Si0 2 have been analyzed to indicate the texture evolution within
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the composite film compared to pure Au films. Figure 5.3.1-4 shows the x-ray
diffraction pattern obtained for a pure Au film by the area detector (Fig. 5.3.1-4
left) and the corresponding pole figure (Fig. 5.3.1-4 right). On the image of the
area plot the 20 diffraction angle values increase from right to left whereas on a
typical XRD intensity vs. 20 graph the diffraction angle increase from left to right.
As depicted from these images, the diffraction rings appear at each 20 value
corresponding to each of the crystal planes (hkl) sets that satisfy the Bragg
diffraction law.

Figure 5.3.1-4: In the left side is shown the XRD diffraction patterns for pure Au
thin film and in the right side the corresponding 3-D pole figure intensity plot.
Diffraction rings are indexed correspondingly to Bragg diffraction law.
Figure 5.3.1-4 shows that the majority of the Au grains are aligned in the
out-of-plane (111) direction and that they develop a strong fiber texture along the
(111) preferred orientation direction.
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The distribution of crystallographic orientations of grains in polycrystalline
Au-Si0 2 composite thin films when compared to the pure Au film shows that the
development of crystallographic texture has a strong dependence on the
composition. As shown in Figure 5.3.1-5, in metal-insulator composite materials
consisting of crystalline grains (such as Au) and an amorphous matrix (such as
SiC^) the Au (111) fiber texture is different for the two samples with different
composition presented. The composite shown in Figure 5.3.1-5a) is Au (0.96)Si02 (0.04) film and is characterized by a strong Au (111) texture, the ring of
intensity visible on a side correspond to x angle of 70.5° tilt from the main fiber
axis and is created by intensities of the next set of (111) reflections collected by
the area detector as reflected by the Au fee crystal structure. The composite
shown in Figure 5.3.1-5b) is Au (0.61)-SiO2 (0.39) film that is characterized by a
random texture. In the pole figures of the Au-rich samples, a ring of intensity is
visible at 70.5° tilt from the main fiber axis, arising from the next set of (111)
reflections in the FCC crystal structure.

In Figure 5.3.1-6 we show again the resistivity plot that shows the
resistivity values along the sample, from Au rich side towards less Au side, only
that in this figure we show the corresponding pole figures, for a better
understanding of the texture evolution as a function of composition. The vertical
axis is the resistivity of the film increasing from several / / Q - cm to hundreds of
jM-cm

as the Au islands become disconnected and the film becomes

insulating. We observed that the composite films of nearly pure Au have a strong
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(111) fiber texture almost perpendicular to the substrate plane, with a slight tilt (~
8°) towards the Au deposition source.

(a) Oriented

(b) Random

Figure 5.3.1-5: Au (111) pole figures for a) an Au (0.96)-SiO2 (0.04 film with a
strong Au (111) texture, and b) an Au (0.61)-SiO2 (0.39) film with random texture.
As amorphous Si0 2 is mixed into the metallic Au phase, the strength of
the Au fiber texture decreases and eventually the orientations become random.
As the Au crystalline content decreases in the composite films, the connectivity of
the metal becomes interrupted by the amorphous Si0 2 , causing the Au fiber
texture to weaken as Au grains of (111) preferred orientation are unable to
develop during the film growth process . There have been previous studies of
metal-insulator composite thin films that had reported an increase in resistivity vs.
composition similar to Figure 5.3.1-6, for example, in Ag-Si02 [Ref. 23], AI-AIN
[Ref. 93, 94], Au-Si0 2 [Ref. 95] and Ni-Si0 2 [Ref. 96] phase-segregated thin
films. However, to our knowledge, there has not been a report on the decreasing
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strength of metal fiber texture vs. composition similar to the results we are
presenting here.
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Figure 5.3.1-6: Resistivity vs. composition of Au-Si0 2 composite thin films, with
Au (111) pole figures covering the range from connected Au (left) to
disconnected Au islands (right). The inset pictures are the pole figures
characteristic to each data point.
We used transmission electron microscopy to identify the microstructure of
our composite thin film and determine the characteristic grain sizes. Pure Au thin
film of ~ 100 nm in thickness, as seen in the micrographs in Figure 5.3.1-7,
develops large grains that are oriented in the (111) direction. Same as the Cu-Ag
TEM samples, the Au-Si0 2 thin films were not deposited directly onto the TEM
grid sample, prior to composite co-deposition a thin 10 nm silica layer was
deposited in order to replicate the film growth process onto the silicon wafer. So,
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the composite thin film TEM samples measure -110 nm in thickness, where
100nm is the composite thickness on top of the 10 nm silica. As shown in Figures
5.3.1-7, 5.3.1-8, 5.3.1-9 and 5.3.1-10 from the transmission electron micrographs
it is seen that the composite grain size is compositional variable as follows:

1.

For very low Si0 2 volume fractions, less than 0.05, the composite
film develops large grains of more than 50 nm in diameter as the
film thickness. At these compositions we also showed above that
Au has low resistivity and a strong (111) fiber texture similar to
that of pure Au is obtained.

2.

For higher Si0 2 volume fractions, up to 0.3, the grain size of the
composite decreases and measures 10 nm diameter on average.
Along with the decrease in grain size, at these compositions, we
also showed above that the strength of the Au fiber texture
decreases rapidly with increasing Si0 2 volume fraction.
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Figure 5.3.1-7: Transmission electron micrograph of pure Au (100%) thin film
showing large grains that measure same as the thickness of the sample: - 1 0 0
nm in diameter. The length scale is 50 nm.
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Figure 5.3.1-8: Plan view transmission electron micrograph of 100 ran codeposited Au (97%)-SiC>2 (3%) showing the rnicrostructure that has large grains
comparable to the film thickness. The length scale is 50 nm.
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Figure 5.3.1-9: Plan view transmission electron micrograph of 100 nm codeposited Au (92%)-SiC>2 (7%) showing the microstructure that has small and
fine grains that are not comparable to the film thickness. The length scale is 50
nm.
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Figure 5.3.1-10: Plan view transmission electron micrograph of 100 nm codeposited Au (85%)-Si02 (15%) showing the microstructure that has small grains
and unrelated to the film thickness. The length scale is 10 nm.
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We expected to see a decrease in Au (111) texture as a cause of
decreasing Au volume fraction. However, analyzing together the XRD and TEM
data we see that the decrease in (111) fiber texture correlates to a decrease in
grain size. As shown in Figure 5.3.1-11, the pinned grain size vs. composition
predicted by the Zener equation [Ref 6], shown as an inset, has a similar
dependence on Si02 volume fraction as the strength of the fiber texture that is
found to develop in metal-insulator Au-Si02 composite films. In the composition
range up to 10% Si02 volume fraction, the distribution of crystallographic
orientations of grains in Au-Si0 2 composites depends upon the metal grain
boundary migration and interaction with the second-phase insulator particles.

In Figure 5.3.1-12, we plot the intensity of the Au (111) pole figure peak
vs. composition for Au-Si02 composite thin films, showing that the fiber texture
strength decreases rapidly for small additions of Si0 2 volume fractions (below
10%). For comparison, we add on the same plot the intensity of the Au (111) pole
figure peak for pure Au thin films single deposited, when the Si0 2 target shutter
was kept closed. For each point plotted, an equal amount of Au is present in both
the pure Au pole figure plot and in the Au-SiC>2 pole figure plot. We see that the
strength of the pure Au (111) fiber texture decreases gradually across the
sample, as expected from the decreasing thickness vs. distance from the Au
deposition source. The pure Au (111) pole figure intensity was reduced by about
100X to match the intensity of the composite film at sample position 0.2 cm. In
this way, the shapes of the plots can be compared. The third data set plotted in
Figure 5.3.1-12 is the conductance of the composite films vs. sample position.
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For films containing a continuous Au network, the conductance is approximately
proportional to the thickness of Au present in the film, as is confirmed by the
similarity of the shapes of the Au-Si0 2 conductance plot and the pure Au pole
figure intensity plot. As the film becomes discontinuous, the conductance drops
more rapidly to zero, corresponding to an insulating film [Ref. 63].
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Figure 5.3.1-11: Zener model and fiber texture evolution in Au-Si0 2 composite
thin films.
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Figure 5.3.1-12: Pole figure intensities of pure Au and Au-Si02 composite
thin films vs. composition and position. Also shown is the conductance of
the composite Au-Si0 2 films [Ref 63].
The rapid decrease in Au (111) fiber texture at small values of insulator
content is attributed to the mechanism of Zener pinning mechanism that causes
the Au grain growth process to be retarded [Ref 6]. The phase segregated
composite material may be described as a particle-containing material, where
small second-phase Si0 2 particles inhibit Au grain growth. At low Si0 2 volume
fraction compositions, the silica phase or domains are dispersed and can be
associated with small particles that occlude the metal grain boundary area. The
pinning effect of the small second-phase silica particles is applied to the metal
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grain boundaries. The Au metal grains have mobile boundaries that move and
expand the grain area through coalescence and coarsening progressions, all of
these processes are driven by thermodynamic and kinetic thin film growth laws in
order to align the atoms in the lowest energy configuration, which for an fee metal
is in the [111] direction. The pinning effect of the small second-phase silica
particles inhibits the expansion of the Au mobile grain boundary. This grain
immobilization makes the grain growth process freeze and so the grain growth of
energetically preferred Au (111) grains is arrested. Amorphous silica particles sit
on the moving metal grain boundary creating an interface between the two
insoluble phases and so holds back the grain growth process that usually is
driven by the total energy minimization requirement. Pinned grains are unable to
develop further than a maximum grain size that is related to the force that
counteracts the pinning pressure exerted by small second-phase particles at the
boundary surface. Comparing these three data sets, it is clear that the strength of
the Au (111) fiber texture in Au-Si0 2 composite thin films decreases much more
rapidly vs. composition than can be accounted for by the decrease in Au content.
The Au-Si02 composite texture evolution results were confirmed by our data
results of texture development characteristics that we got for another metalinsulator composite thin film that is Ag-Si0 2 . The Ag-Si0 2 composite thin film is
as well a phase segregated microstructure, similar to the Au-Si0 2 composite, and
as presented in Figure 5.3.1-13 it shows same texture development trend. The
resistivity plot presents attached to the points the characteristic 3D intensity pole
figures. Similar to the Au-Si0 2 composite, texture of the Ag fee metal phase
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weakens with small volume fractions of second-phase silica particles that are
insoluble and amorphous. Small silica volume fractions inhibit the metal grain
growth by pinning and occluding small portions of the movable metal grain
boundary. Texture evolution responds to the new shape of microstructure that
consists of smaller grains.
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Figure 5.3.1-13: Resistivity vs. composition of Ag-Si02 composite thin films, with
Ag (111) pole figures covering the range from connected Ag (left) to
disconnected Ag islands (right). The inset pictures are the pole figures
characteristic to each data point.
Our experimental

observations

are

confirmed

by our

phase-field

simulations that are presented in chapter 5.3.2 that model the Zener model of
particle pinning of grain boundaries. According to the Zener model, the particles
reduce the overall grain boundary energy by occupying a certain area of the
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grain boundary. Experimental and simulation data show that the rapid decrease
in Au (111) or Ag (111) fiber texture with volume fraction Si0 2 is caused by the
presence of SiC>2 particles that inhibit the normal grain growth of Au (111) or Ag
(111) grains and thereby limit the development of the usual (111) fiber texture.

5.3.2 Simulation results for grain growth and texture evolution in pinned
microstructures of phase segregated metal-insulator composite thin
films

We used phase-field diffuse interface simulations [Ref 37, 39, 40] to
explain how the phase-field method applies for Zener pinned metal-insulator AuSi0 2 or Ag-Si0 2 phase-segregated composite thin films. We will discuss our
simulations and explain how they apply in understanding texture

and

microstructure evolution for metal-insulator composite thin films. The modeling
approach used is shown to verify our experimental observations and show that
texture detriment in immiscible metal-insulator composite thin films is a
consequence of the pinning effect of small silica second phase particles, also
called Zener pinning, on metal's grain boundaries. The grain growth mechanism
in a pinned microstructure influences its texture evolution and so it has an
important impact in materials processing and applications. The pinning effect of
second-phase particles on a moving grain boundary reduces the mobility of the
grain boundary and so the grain growth process is constrained.
A phase-field model for Zener pinning that uses the diffuse-interface
approach has been worked out for metal-insulator phase-segregated composite
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thin films and it has been implemented and compared to the experimental
results. Our modeling technique has two fold purpose. First, the phase-field
model helps us simulate the grain growth of a pinned material affected by the
presence of second-phase particles. Second, we used the phase-field method to
see how the Zener pinning mechanism influences the simulated surface energy
representation of the microstructure.
We simulated the microstructure evolution of the immiscible two-phase
composite thin films via modeling the evolution of the interface between the two
segregated phases. In our study we investigated the evolution of crystallographic
texture for different sputtered composite thin films as a function of solubility and
composition. We demonstrated that, in case of perfectly insoluble or phasesegregated composites the texture changes drastically with composition due to
the Zener pinning effect suffered by the growing grains of the predominant
compositional phase and caused by the presence of the non-predominant
compositional phase. Our simulations confirm our experimental findings that
show that a slight change in composition triggers an alteration in the growth
morphology of the segregated two-phase composite and so it induces a change
in anisotropy of surface free energy as well.
Simulations were performed on a desktop computer that is an Intel®
Pentium® 4 CPU of 2.8 GHz and 2GB of RAM. The simulations lasted for
approximately 2 days to complete for each run.
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5.3.2.1 Details and discussion of the phase-field modeling results for the
phase-segregated composite thin films study
We successfully ran the simulations for different silica second-phase
particle's volume fractions fv and radius r values. The particle volume fraction,
fv being a percentage, unitless and the particle radius r is expressed in grid
points (g.p.), where a grid spacing Ax = l . The simulations were run for 3000
iteration steps that are sufficient in order to obtain an accurate temporal evolution
for the grain structure that reaches grain growth arrest in a two-dimensional
system. The following constant parameters related to the grain boundary energy
and width were used in the phase-field equations: fc = 0.5, L = 1, m = 1, d = \
[Ref 37]. The phase-field method generates the two-dimensional cp matrix
defined as N = [NlxN2xN3]

= [256x256x1], meaning that there are 256 grid

points in x and y direction whereas the z direction is not defined. The <p matrix
requires that the number of grids in each direction to be a power of 2 for better
modeling efficiency. Using MATLAB® programming, the <p matrix is constructed
in real space and then transformed in reciprocal space by using a semi-implicit
Fourier method in space and a semi-implicit Euler method in time [Ref 37].
In our simulations and experimental work we generate/ grow a structure
that initially is considered to have grains with random orientations. The metal
phase grain growth will develop until metal grains reach a maximum pinned grain
size Gp when grain growth and development is inhibited by pinning second-
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phase particles of different r radius that occupy different fv volume fractions, in
accordance to the Zener pinning formula [Ref. 6, 24, 29], showed in Equation
5.3.2.1-1:

r -

4r

HL

Eg. 5.3.2.1-1

jm,
\r = 10 nm

f, Si02 volume fraction

Figure 5.3.2.1-1: Pinned grain size Gp as a function of Si0 2 pinning particles
volume fraction f, for values of the Si0 2 particle radius r from 1 to 10 nm. The top
inset represents the pole figures for the composite Au-Si02 that correspond to
the Si0 2 volume fraction plotted on x-axis, showing that the composite texture
detriment is consistent with the pinning metal grain size.
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For an fee crystal structured material, such as Au or Ag, the growing
grains will evolve during deposition to a preferred (111) orientation perpendicular
to the surface. The pinned grain size Gp is plotted in Figure 5.3.2.1-1 as a
function of particle volume fraction / for values of particle size r ranging from 1
to 10 nm. Interestingly, the pinned grain size does not depend on the grain
boundary energy density in the Zener model.

We show in Figure 5.3.2.1-2 as an example the generated microstructures
that resulted for different particle radius r values that occupies the same volume
fraction fv= 0.15 of the total composition of the two-phase segregated structure.
We compiled the pinned microstructure caused by particles of r= 1, 2 and 4 g.p.
On the left side in Figure 5.3.2.1-2 are presented the output microstructure image
plots showing that pinning particles of smaller size cause smaller grains to
develop. For example a particle that has a radius r= 1 g.p. and occupy 0.15
volume fraction inhibits grain growth faster than particles of r = 4 g.p that occupy
same 0.02 volume fraction. And so, it verifies the Zener prediction that the grains
can not expand and grow that much in the presence of tiny growth inhibitors as
they can expand in the presence of larger pinning particles. On the right side in
Figure 5.3.2.1-2 are presented the surface energy image plots characteristic to
the microstructure shown in its left. The surface energy plots show in blue the
areas that have high surface energy and in red-brown the areas that have low
surface energy. The surface energy plots were calculated by employing the
orientation fields parameters and these plots represent additional information
about the evolution of the suppressed phase-segregated microstructure. From
130

the surface energy profiles, we can not draw any final concluding remarks at this
point that can refer to increasing the size of the pinning second-phase particle
affecting more or less the surface energetic topography.

The simulations assume the films have columnar grain structure
containing segregated spherical particles and that the grain boundary properties
for the grain boundaries in the plane of the film are all the same. But the surface
energy that is the energy of the interface between a grain and the air or
substrate, is different for different grains. There are grains with low surface
energy and grains with high surface energy considered, that at the starting point
in the simulations are required to be equal. Expected is that the grains with low
surface energy consume the grains with high surface energy, at least on
average. Since we don't have information on grain boundary energy, our
simulations predict the microstructure development by considering all grain
boundaries to have the same energy. An algorithm that gives each grain
boundary a different energy can be an excellent further work topic following the
research presented in this thesis. It will be much more complicated and it will
need extensive computational requirements and capabilities.

We show in Figure 5.3.2.1-3 and Figure 5.3.2.1-4 the final microstructure
resulted by simulating systems where the particle phase composition represents
2 % and 5 % .
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Figure 5.3.2.1-2: Images of pinned microstructures obtained from twodimensional simulations, where the pinning particles occupy all same volume
fractions fv of 0.15 and of different radius r: a) r=1 g.p., b) r=2 g.p. and c)
r=4 g.p. The surface energy plots show in blue the high surface energy grains
and colored in red-brown the low surface energy grains.
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Figure 5.3.2.1-3: Images of pinned microstructures obtained from twodimensional simulations, where the pinning particles occupy all same volume
fractions fv of 0.02 and of different radius r: a) r=1 g.p., b) r=2 g.p. and c)
r=4 g.p. The surface energy plots show in blue the high surface energy grains
and colored in red-brown the low surface energy grains.
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Figure 5.3.2.1-4: Images of pinned microstructures obtained from twodimensional simulations, where the pinning particles occupy all same volume
fractions fv of 0.05 and of different radius r: a) r=1 g.p., b) r=2 g.p. and c)
r=4 g.p. The surface energy plots show in blue the high surface energy grains
and colored in red-brown the low surface energy grains.
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From our XRD and TEM experimental results presented in section 5.3.1,
we determined through calculations that the second-phase silica particles
present in the Au-SiCb microstructure have sizes between 1 to 2 nm. Also, we
have shown that the strength of the Au(111) fiber texture decreases rapidly with
increasing SiC>2 composition and is lost for more than only 0.05 volume fraction
SiC>2 . Experimental data are shown together with the simulated data in Figure
5.3.2.1-5 and Figure 5.3.2.1-6.
In Figure 5.3.2.1-5, XRD pole figure representations are presented next to
their characteristic simulated microstructures. The simulations of the interfacial
dynamics between two segregated phases correspond to volume fractions of a)
0.02 , b) 0.05 and c) 0.1 pinning particles of radius r=1 g.p. In Figure 5.3.2.1-5,
XRD pole figure representations are presented next to their characteristic
simulated microstructures. Again, the simulations of the interfacial dynamics
between two segregated phases correspond to volume fractions of a) 0.02, b)
0.05 and c) 0.1 pinning particles of radius r=1 g.p.
By analyzing together the experimental findings and the simulation results,
we conclude that the change in grain size leads to drastic changes in the
crystallographic texture of a pinned microstructure, and so the compositional
dependent decrease in texture strength of the (111) pole figure in Au-Si02
composite thin films is attributed to the decrease in Au grain size.
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Figure 5.3.2.1-5: Images of pinned microstructures obtained from twodimensional simulations, where the pinning particles are all of same radius r=1
g.p and occupy different volume fractions fv: a) fv = 0.02 ,b)fv=
0.05 and c)
fv = 0.1. The surface energy plot shows in blue the high surface energy grains
and colored in red-brown the low surface energy grains.
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Figure 5.3.2.1-6: Simulated versus real pinned microstructures. In the left side
are shown the two-dimensional phase-field simulates phase-segregated
systems, where the pinning particles were set to be all of same radius r=1 g.p
and occupy different volume fractions fv: a) fv = 0.02 , b) fv = 0.05 and c) fv =
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0.1. In the right side are shown the TEM micrographs of sample of a pinned
microstructure in Au-SiC>2.
As a final remark, we simulated the effect of grain boundary properties
and mobility (energy) on microstructure development for metal-insulator phasesegregated composites, where the metal phase, also called matrix-phase,
represents a volume fraction of more than 0.85. Consistent with the experimental
data and requirements, the second-phase particles phase are modeled to be
small spherical inclusions that inhibit the normal motion of the grains by
occluding areas of their moving boundaries and impeding the grains to grow.
Grain boundaries are areas that have excess free energy, and so their mobility
has an effect on the texture development. We simulated grain growth of pinned
microstructures for different particle radiuses and volume fractions in the
composition, and we proved our experimental state-of-the-art findings. We
demonstrated that the experimental identified fiber texture decreases sharply and
monotonically,

as a function of composition

and grain size. Textured

microstructures are proven to be characterized by large grains that experienced
normal grain growth.

Random textured microstructures are proven to be

characterized by fine grains that experienced "arrested" grain growth caused by
the pinning effect of the small insulator particles on the metal grain boundaries.
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CHAPTER 6

SOCIETAL BENEFICIAL APPLICATION: ANTIMICROBIAL

EFFICACY OF Cu-Ag THIN FILMS

Applicability of this research study addresses to a various domains such
as nanotechnology, materials science, medical and environmental technologies.
A key issue in these application areas is controlling and optimizing the
effectiveness of the antimicrobial materials. The textile manufacturing process
needs to be optimized such that the early release rate of silver and copper ions
and the long-term release rate to be increased. Long-term efficacy is important,
because many of the antimicrobial textile products are washable and reusable.
Our study was partially funded by Foss Manufacturing LLC and was developed in
order to optimize Foss textile processing parameters in order to maximize the
efficiency and viability of Ag + and Cu++ ion release rates that influences their
antimicrobial efficacy.

The biocidal effect of copper and silver is explained by the fact that
positively charged Ag+ and Cu

++

ions have an affinity for electrons and, when

introduced into the interior of a bacterial cell, they interfere with electron transport
in cellular respiration systems [Ref. 97-100]. Metal ions binding to the sulfhydryl,
amino and carboxyl groups of amino acids, are denaturizing the proteins they
compose leaving these enzymes and proteins ineffective. Cell surface proteins
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needed for transport of materials across cell membranes also are inactivated, as
they are denatured. Ag + and Cu

++

have a synergistic effect to disrupt the

bacteria cell membrane and metabolism causing cell death. Once the cell dies,
its negative charge is lost, and the metal ions are released, but the metal ions
can continue to be attracted by negatively charged microorganism and their work
will be continued effectively as a biocide. In bacteria there are recognized many
metal resistance mechanisms. Bacteria generate cell surface proteins that bind
heavy metals, producing a barrier that prevents the metals from entering the cell.
In the cytoplasm of bacteria, there are produced metal detoxification proteins that
have a variety of names including metallothioneins, metal-binding proteins,
cysteine-rich membrane-bound proteins, sequestering proteins and others [Ref.
97-100]. They all bind to copper, silver and other heavy metals. When bound to
the amino acids (like cysteine) on metallothionein-like detoxification proteins, Ag +
and Cu ++ are isolated effectively from the other aspects of cellular chemistry and
cannot exert their toxic effect [Ref. 97-100]. Bacteria also can eliminate through
efflux pumps (active biochemical) transport systems, Ag+ and Cu

++

that has

reached the cell's interior. Microbial ion resistance systems are commonly efflux
pumps, cation or oxyanion efflux systems, which resist to the toxic inorganic ions.
Efflux pumps bind to Ag+ and Cu ++ and transport them to the cell surface where
they are ejected. Enzymes and other proteins that are the sites of toxic action
often will become modified to reduce their sensitivity to copper and silver that
may have escaped other detoxification mechanisms. Bacteria can exchange
genetic material by conjugation, during which a tubular extension from the cell
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membrane of one bacterial cell is extended to connect with the membrane of
another. Once the connection is established, genetic material is exchanged
between the cells. And so the bacteria of entirely different species and genus can
exchange genes in this way. This means that genes for resistance developed by
one species of bacteria can be rapidly spread to others. Considering their rapid
reproduction rate and the ability to share genes between individuals of the same
and different species, it is not surprising that resistance spreads very rapidly
through the bacterial community. Cu ++ is more abundant in aerobic extracellular
environment and is less toxic than Cu + which is intracellular (although mot as a
free cation) [Ref. 97-100]. It is not known if the reduction from Cu

++

to Cu

+

occurs at the cell surface prior to transport, or during or at the cytoplasmic
membrane surface on entry. However it is thought that intracellular copper is
exclusively Cu +. It is unclear if the Ag + and Cu ++ resistance efflux pumps share
the work are if they work separately. Also from copper metabolism studies,
unclear and unknown is the usual mechanism for copper cation uptake and
intracellular copper movement to specific enzymes. Addition of copper is
suggested to have an impact on the efficacy of the Ag + efflux pump. Cu ++, Cu +
ion reduces the effectiveness of the Ag + pump, and so the Ag + ion can get inside
the cell and have an effective biocidal action killing the bacteria. Ag+, Cu ++, Cu +
ions have their own toxicity that in the synergetic picture interfere and have an
antibacterial properties. The synergistic antibacterial efficacy is presented in
literature to be far more powerful than the ions individually [Ref. 97-100].
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We evaluated for antimicrobial efficacy Cu0.7-Ag0.3 phase segregated
composite thin films on gram-negative Escherichia coli (E. coli) and gram-positive
Bacillus subtilis. By plating Petri dishes for each tested bacteria type down to 10"4
dilution factor. For all the plates we used T-Soy plates.
The procedure for testing Escherichia coli (E. coli) and/or Bacillus subtilis
bacterial inhibition (the antimicrobial efficacy test procedure) is the following:
1. Grow up overnight culture of E. coli/Bacillus at 37 °C.
2. Use the spectrophotometer to check the optical density of the
overnight culture of E. coli at Absorbance 600.
3. Dilute the overnight culture of E. coli/Bacillus using sterile saline
until its optical density was 0.1 (8 X 107 cells/mL) at Absorbance 600.
4. Add 100 uL (microliters) of diluted E. coli/Bacillus culture to 10
mL of sterile saline.
5. Add metal thin film chip sample to sterile saline and culture
mixture and let incubate at room temperature for 30 minutes. Repeat for each
metal chip sample.
6. Take sample of culture (100 uL) from the tubes containing the
metal, sterile saline, and E. coli and dilute sample out to 10"4. Repeat with each
tube containing a metal sample.
a. We took 100 uL of the sample and diluted it with 900 uL of sterile
saline. A 1/10 dilution.
7. Plate out 100 pi of each of the dilutions on T-soy plates: 100 (the
original sample), 10"1, 10~2, 10~3, 10"4.
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8. Incubate plates overnight at 37 °C and count colonies on plate
the next day.
9. Calculate CFU (colony forming units)
# coloniesxDilutionFactor
Cr .U. —
mL
In Figures 6-1 and 6-2, we show pictures of plated E. coli and Bacillus
samples of dilution factor of 10~4. From these pictures we can understand that
there is no visible difference between Cu-Ag thin films with different Cu/Ag
volume ratios. Table 6-1 presents the thin film samples tested.

Figure 6-1: Pictures show the antimicrobial efficacy of Cuo.7-Ag0.3 composite thin
film: as-deposited (a), annealed at 288°C (b) and annealed at 350°C (c). These
samples are plated E. coli samples of dilution factor of 10"4.
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Figure 6-2: Unidentified contaminant in Bacillus culture is visible until 10
dilution. We mention that we observed that there is a 2 log™ reduction in
number for this unidentified bacterium. Pictures show the antimicrobial
efficacy of Ag 100% (a) and Cu 100% (b) thin films as-deposited and plated
with of dilution 10°.

Sample composition

Temperature

Ag 30% - Cu 70 %

R.T.

Ag100%

R.T.

Cu 100%

R.T.

Table 6-1: Antimicrobial testing samples used on our second attempt. We had 5
plated plates for each tested bacteria type down to 10"4 dilution factor. For all the
plates we used T-Soy plates.
The antimicrobial efficacy testing investigated whether there is a
difference between Ag and Cu single phase thin films and Cu0.7-Ag0.3 composite
thin films. Antimicrobial efficacy testing done for Cu0.7-Ag0.3 phase segregated
composite thin reveals a 2-logi0 reduction of the test bacteria: gram-negative
Escherichia coli (E. coli) and gram-positive Bacillus subtilis. We dilute the culture
of E. coli/Bacillus using sterile saline until its optical density was 0.1 at
Absorbance 600. This makes the inoculum count to be 8 X 107 cells/mL. Table
6-1 presents the composite thin films samples tested.
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We also analyzed using the Atomic Absorption (AA) technique the Cu and
Ag ion release concentrations characteristics for different composition ratio Cui-XAg x thin films synthesized at room temperature and post-deposition annealed at
288°C and 350°C. The ion release concentrations into moist environment of the
thin films are important in order to understand their antimicrobial efficacy. The AA
measurements and the antimicrobial efficacy tests show that Cu-Ag phase
segregated composite thin films develop a 2-logi 0 reduction of the test bacteria
mainly via Cu ions that have a high release rate into moist environment through a
galvanic effect.
AA Procedure for Cu-Ag composite thin film implies:
Thin films were co-deposited on a rotating Si wafer by magnetron
sputtering
24 hours prior to AA analysis, equally chopped Si chips, having
same exposed Cu-Ag area, were dipped into fresh made 0.8% [\laNO3
and placed on a moving table
•

AA analysis requires ~1 ml of the sample solution
For Cu ion release rates we needed a further dilution by a factor of

100, when the after 10 days in 0.8% NaN03 solution samples were tested

6.1

Cu ion ( Cu + , Cu++)

Copper is known to be a powerful fungicidal; however some viruses and
bacteria develop resistance to copper and they continue to live when in the
presence of Cu++ ions. It was pointed out in the literature that the treatment to
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which the cell has been exposed might influence its susceptibility to heavy metal
ions [Ref. 97-100]. Some small Cu ++ concentrations are toxic to bacteria such as
Escherichia Coli, but Mg++ and phosphate buffer can protect the cells. If cells
were frozen first and stored, the latter substances no longer protected them
against Cu++. Literature shows that Mg++ prevents Cu ++ from penetrating below
the surface of an unfrozen cell [Ref. 97]. Also, I found that the acid media keeps
the bacterial surface positively charged and thus the positively charged metal
ions are prevented from entering and damaging the cell.
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a 24h soaking time in NaN03
H 10 days soaking time in NaNQ3
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Cu ions concentration profile
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Figure 6.1-1: Cu ion concentration profile. Cu1.x-Agx composite thin films, x < 0.5,
thin film samples have different calculated Cu volume fraction as shown on x
axis. On y axis of the plot is shown the Cu (ppb) value determined by the AA
instrument. From left to right: the first five samples are Cui.x-Agx thin film phasesegregated composites as deposited at room temperature, samples 6 to 10 are
Cu^x-Agx thin film phase-segregated composites post-deposition annealed at
288°C, samples 11 to 15 are Cu^xAgx thin film phase-segregated composites
post-deposition annealed at 350°C, sample 16 and 17 are pure Ag and pure Cu
as deposited at room temperature, and the last sample, the 181h, is Cu0.7-Ag0.3
quenched alloy thin film as deposited at room temperature.
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Figure 6.1-2: Cu ion concentration profile. Cu0.7-Ago.3 phase segregated
composite thin films as deposited at room temperature, post-deposition annealed
at 288°C and post-deposition annealed at 350°C. On y axis of the plot is shown
the Cu (ppb) value determined by the AA instrument.
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In our AA testing as shown in Figure 6.1-1, huge immediate and late
Cu +,++ release rates are observed. (AA spectrometer's limit is 600 ug/L; for the 10
day data we did an extra dilution DF=100). Analyzed samples showed higher
Cu + + + release rates in composite materials compared to pure Cu thin film. This
led us to understand that Cu is quite mobile on the surface in Cu-Ag composite.
During thin film growth, atom mobility helps texture development and from our
XRD texture analysis we understood that in phase-segregated Cu1.x-Agx thin
films the texture evolution of Cu (111) and Ag (111) proves to be synergistically
enhanced when compared to pure copper or silver thin film. For as deposited
pure Cu single phase thin films the (111) fiber texture is not strong, leaving the
Cu thin film to have a random orientation in the out-of plane direction; but
Cu(111) texture in Cui-X-Agx segregated thin films is stronger as well as the
Ag(111) texture.
We observe that annealing the samples at 288°C indicates higher
immediate and late Cu + + + release rates. Immediate release rate is referred to the
results after 24 hours AA and the late release rates are referred to the results
after 10 days or 240 hours. Laboratory heating treatments done on Cu^x-Agx thin
films are helping in understanding Cu and Ag mobility and thin film's surface
chemistry. Annealing treatments were done for different volume ratios Cui-X-Agx
composite thin films at temperatures of 288° and 350°C. In Figure 6.1-2 we show
that annealing the Cu0.7-Ag0.3 samples at 288°C we recorded the highest
immediate and late Cu + + + release rates. Cu0.7-Ag0.3 thin films annealed at 288°C
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thin films annealed at 288°C shows better ion release rates compared to 350°C
annealing temperature.

6.2

Ag ion (Ag + )

Silver is an old recognized antimicrobial agent, used for centuries in
vessels manufacturing in order to preserve wine and cited in most bacteriology
books. Silver salts of silver sulfadiazine is one of the primary antiseptic used in
the treatment of burn patients, it inhibits infection over a period of time allowing
dermis reconstruction unimpeded by bacteria. Silver is known to react with
microorganisms by inhibiting a number of oxidative enzymes. Silver is unique in
its behavior with oxygen. Atomic oxygen has almost perfect fit into the octahedral
holes of silver and copper - in silver the electron cloud of oxygen is attracted by
the lattice electrons of silver atoms and this moves it through the holes; in copper
oxides are formed providing impassible barrier [Ref. 97-100]. When adsorbed
onto the silver surface, atomic oxygen instantaneously oxidizes organic material
on contact.

Another

mechanism

that

silver

uses

when

reacting

with

microorganisms is the interference with electron transfer in bacteria by
monovalent silver and preventing the DNA replication in viruses with the
substitution of hydrogen ions by monovalent silver. Oxygen-silver binding energy
is only 40 kcal/mol in aqueous solution; atomic oxygen adsorbed onto silver
reacts rapidly oxidizing the bacteria [Ref. 97-100]. Complete disintegration occurs
as a result of blocking the respiration and electron transfer when pairs of
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sulfhydryl groups on the surface of bacteria replace the hydrogen atoms (as
water) [Ref. 97-100]. Similar considerations hold for other metal ions.
In our AA testing as shown in Figure 6.2-1, annealing at 350°C shows
higher immediate Ag + release rates, for the most rich in Ag volume fraction thin
film sample. Analyzed samples showed low values for all of the early and late
Ag + ion release concentrations. Ag release rates for the annealed samples at
288°C were bigger values than those recorded for the annealed samples at
350°C for late Ag ion release rates.
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Figure 6.2-1: Ag ion concentration profile. Cui-xAgx composite thin films, x < 0.5,
thin film samples have different calculated Ag volume fraction as shown on x
axis. On y axis of the plot is shown the Ag (ppb) value determined by the AA
instrument. From left to right: the first five samples are Cui-X-Agx thin film phasesegregated composites as deposited at room temperature, samples 6 to 10 are
Cui-X-Agx thin film phase-segregated composites post-deposition annealed at
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288°C, samples 11 to 15 are Cui-xAgx thin film phase-segregated composites
post-deposition annealed at 350°C, sample 16 and 17 are pure Ag and pureCu
as deposited at room temperature, and the last sample, the 18th, is Cu0.7-Ag0.3
quenched alloy thin film as deposited at room temperature.
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Figure 6.2-2: Ag ion concentration profile. Cu0.7-Ag0.3 phase segregated
composite thin films as deposited at room temperature, post-deposition annealed
at 288°C and post-deposition annealed at 350°C. On y axis of the plot is shown
the Ag (ppb) value determined by the AA instrument.
In Figure 6.2-2 we show that higher release rates for Ag + were recorded
after 10 days soaking time in 0.8% NaN03 solution compared to only 1day
soaking time. We observed also that lower release rates for Ag+ were recorded
for the composite thin films compared to pure Ag thin film sample. Cu0.64-Ago.36
and Cuo.54-Ago.46 thin films annealed at 350°C show the highest release rates for
shorter time in soaking NaN0 3 solution. We also see In Figure 6.2-3 that there is
a better immediate release if these thin film samples were annealed at 350°C
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instead of 288°C. For the Cu0.64-Ag0.36 and Cuo.54-Ago.46 thin films annealed at
350°C, resistivity drops to ~ 3 /£l-cm,

so that more Ag gets to be exposed on

the surface and better adhesion on Si wafer results.

Cu(0.7)-Ag(0.3)
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Figure 6.2-3: Annealing temperature effect on resistivity of Cui.xAgx composite
thin films deposited on Si wafer, x < 0.5. Around 200°C Cu3Si phase is suggested
to be formed by increased resistivity values. Cu0.7-Ag0.3 composite's resistivity
does not oscillate significantly when sample is annealed at 288°C and 350°C.

To recapitulate our findings, Cu and Ag ion concentration AA testing
results record huge Cu ion release rates after 24h and after 10 days in 0.8%
NaNC*3 ( when we had to do another dilution because the recorded values
massively exceeded the maximum reading values of the instrument of 600 ppb).
Better release Cu ion rates were obtained for the composite thin films when
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compared to pure Cu thin film. Cu0.7-Ago.3 thin film proves to be the most efficient
composite composition in terms of Cu and Ag ion release rates. Thin film
composite samples annealed at 288°C annealed show an enhanced release of
Ag ions after 10 days in 0.8% NaN03 compared to the immediate Ag release
rates. Temperature 288°C proves to be a better annealing temperature option,
rather than 350°C, for Cu-Ag composites where the Ag volume fraction was less
than 0.3, because of the immediate Cu ion release values that were excellent
and because of the great late Cu and Ag ion release rates.
The AA measurements and the antimicrobial efficacy tests show that CuAg phase segregated composite thin films develop a 2-log10 reduction of the test
bacteria mainly via Cu ions that have a high release rate into moist environment
through a galvanic effect by meaning that the composite is protecting release of
free Ag ions by freeing Cu ions. In the Cu0.7-Ag0.3 thin film, compared to pure
single phase films, silver grains were relatively large and developed biaxial
texture. They are oriented along <111> directions in the out-of-plane direction
and along the <100> orientations in the in-plane direction, as well copper grains
are larger and develop strong fiber texture along the <111 > orientation in the outof-plane direction. Interesting is that the Cu+,++ ion release rates are greater for
most of the studied Cu-Ag composite films compared to pure Cu film, and that
Ag + ion release rates are much smaller and most of the time undetectable for
most of the Cu-Ag composites whereas for the pure Ag film the ion rates are
indicating Ag ions are released into the moist environment at normal rates.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS
In this thesis, we have presented the first comparative study of
crystallographic texture development in three different types of sputtered metal
thin film composites: fully miscible (Au-Ag), slightly immiscible (Cu-Ag) and
immiscible (Au-Si02). We have shown that the miscibility of the constituents and
the relative composition determines the strength of texture. For polycrystalline
metal composite thin films, the distribution of preferred orientations perpendicular
to the sample surface is an important part of the microstructure characterization
that determines thin film properties and tailors the development of possible
applications. Using x-ray pole figures, we measured the strength of the fee
crystallite orientation within the composite thin films relative to the pure fee metal
thin films. We present in Figure 7-1 the matrix of two-phase thin films that we
have studied in this thesis and we highlight the principal findings and
observations that we have discussed in the results section Chapter 5.

In Chapter 5.1, we described the texture evolution in a fully miscible
system, Au-Ag, and show that texture development of the alloy system is similar
to and characteristic of each of the fee single phases. Au, Ag and Au-Ag thin
films exhibit strong alignment along the <111> direction and show that miscibility
of the phases does not alter or enhance the strength of the preferred
orientations.
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Au-Ag

Cu-Ag

Au-Si0 2

Mutually soluble

Slight solubility

Mutually insoluble

No compound phases

Can form metastable solid
solution.
No compound phases

No metastable solid solution
No compound phases

2 crystalline fee phases

2 crystalline fee phases
Cu > 0.85 => Cu-Ag phase
segregated.
Cu < 0.85 => Cu-Ag
quenched solid solution.

1 crystalline fee phase
1 amorphous phase

Strong Au(111), Ag(111), AuAg (1 11) fiber texture, no
compositional effects on the
strong developed orientation.

PureAg(111)andCu(111)
fiber textures are weak.
In Cu-Ag alloys, Ag(111) and
Cu(111) are enhanced and
Ag(200) develops azimuthal
anisotropy.
Quenched Cu-Ag has a slight
(111) texture.

Strong Au(111) fiber texture
decreases rapidly vs. Si0 2
volume fraction

Large grains for all Au, Ag
and Au-Ag film. Slight larger
grains were seen for
composites richer in Au
volume fraction.

Larger grains for low Ag
volume fraction (~ 0.18).

Au grain size pinned and
reduces with Si0 2 addition.
Simulations shown that with
increasing Si0 2 volume
fraction Au grain growth gets
arrested and texture
development is driven by
surface energy minimization.

Smaller grains for higher Ag
volume fraction (~ 0.3-0.5)

Figure 7-1: Synopsis of the comparative study of crystallographic texture
development in three different types of sputtered metal thin film composites: fully
miscible (Au-Ag), slightly immiscible (Cu-Ag) and immiscible (Au-Si02).
In Chapter 5.2, we described the texture evolution in Cu-Ag composite thin
films, where we showed that for less than 0.15 Ag volume fraction a single phase
metastable fee solid solution thin film with a weak (111) fiber texture is formed,
whereas compositions with more than 0.15 up to 0.5 Ag volume fraction form a
phase segregated composite thin film with a strong alignment along the <111>
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out-of-plane direction. The microstructure of Cui-xAgx composite thin films
displays a strong dependence of the in- and out-of-plane preferred orientations
on the composition and on the deposition angle of the incoming atoms. Ag grains
reduce their size and Cu grains increase their in-plane size when both coexist in
the phase-segregated Cui.xAgx composite compared to the grain size distribution
in pure Ag and Cu thin films.

In Chapter 5.3, we described the phase-segregated Au-Si02 composite
thin films and we showed that Au (111) fiber texture depends strongly on the film
composition. For Si0 2 volume fractions below 0.1, the Au (111) fiber texture
strength decreases rapidly with increasing insulator content at a higher rate than
can be attributed to the decrease in Au content. At higher insulator content, the
Au becomes discontinuous and the microstructure is described as isolated Au
islands within an Si0 2 matrix, giving an insulating film with random Au (111)
texture. For low Si0 2 volume fractions, we observe that the normal grain growth
mechanism of preferred Au (111) grains is inhibited by the presence of Si02
particles. We strongly suggest that the rapid decrease in Au (111) fiber texture at
small values of insulator Si0 2 content to the mechanism of Zener pinning that
balances the grain growth pressure with the pinning pressure of the second
phase particles. A diffuse-interface phase field modeling technique is used in
simulating the microstructure evolution in pinned composites such as Au-Si0 2 ,
and the detailed study is shown in Chapter 5.3.2. The two-dimensional modeling
technique simulates the microstructure and maps the surface energy for the
pinned phase-segregated composite. The modeling work suggests that the fiber
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texture decreases sharply and monotonically, as a function of composition and
grain size, as we have found experimentally. We have shown that textured
microstructures are characterized by large grains that experienced normal grain
growth. Random textured microstructures are shown to be characterized by fine
grains that experienced inhibited grain growth caused by the pinning effect of the
small insulator particles on the metal grain boundaries.
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CHAPTER 8

FUTURE WORK
In this doctoral research, we have studied texture evolution in phasesegregated metal-insulator Au-Si02 composite thin films that were synthesized by
cosputtering Au and Si0 2 target materials. It will be appropriate to study further if
reactive cosputtering of Au and Si targets in a controlled 0 2 /Ar gas mixture will
contribute to the Zener pinning mechanism experienced by the Au grain
boundaries. As a function of composition, I would expect that in an 02/Ar gas
mixture the Au grains growth will be impeded not only by the immiscible silica
second-phase particle but as well by the oxygen atoms that might suppress more
the grain boundary expansion and supress faster its mobility and capacity of
coarsening. Also regarding the Au-Si02 composites, a surface-sensitive
technique like electron diffraction will be needed in order to investigate the
texture selection mechanism in early grain growth stage, when the thin film will
be a few atomic layers thick.

Our study of texture evolution in Cu-Ag composite thin films opens a
challenging modeling investigation path. It will be interesting to simulate the
microstructure evolution of Cu-Ag system by further development of the diffuseinterface phase-field simulations that we used in modeling Zener pinning for the
Au-Si0 2 composites. Further development of the model should include specific
values of Cu and Ag interface and surface energies in order to simulate the
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diffuse-interface grain boundary that is in between the phases. Modeling the
grain boundary in the slight miscible Cu-Ag system will add a better description to
energetic grain growth environment of the system that drives the segregation and
quenching processes, which as we show in our research are important for
understanding texture evolution mechanism through understanding the evolution
of Cu and Ag grain size development for different Cu-Ag compositions.
Simulations of surface energy related effects on grain growth of Cu-Ag thin films
will better describe the anisotropy of the Cu-Ag grain boundary and interface
properties.

We discussed in this research metal composite thin films, where the metal
has fee crystal structure. We have analyzed the fiber texture evolution using x-ray
pole figures in a single phase fee pure metal thin film, in a miscible fcc-fcc thin
film, in a phase-segregated fcc-fcc thin film and in a phase-segregated fecinsulator thin film. It would be interesting to further develop our comparison
matrix by further examinations of texture formation in fcc-bcc metal-metal
segregated systems such as Gold-Tungsten (Au-W) and Gold- Molybdenum (AuMo), where W and Mo are body centered cubic metals (bee) and Au is face
centered cubic (fee).
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